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EVALUATION OF SCHEDULING STRATEGIES FOR A DYNAMIC
JOB SHOP IN A TOOL SHARING ENVIRONMENT
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 The State-of-the-art Research
A challenge facing today's manufacturing firms is to
provide good customer service using theleastamountof
capitalsubjecttoincreasedinternationalcompetition,
rapidly changing technology,short product lead times,and
other similar factors. Many manufacturing companies are in a
serious price-cost squeeze and increasing attention is being
given to control of internal operations to improve profits.
Oneofthecommonproblemsindiscretemanufacturing
processes is to control work-in-process (WIP) inventories in
ajobshop.As pointed outby Maxwell,etal.(1983),
"Billionsof dollars are wasted in the USeach year by
manufacturersofdiscretepartsbecauseofinadequate
proceduresforcontrollinginventory and production."If
these WIP inventories can be significantly reduced by better
management of the job shop, then substantial sums of capital
may be diverted to other, more productive, purposes.
Ingeneral,jobshopschedulingproblemsarevery
complex problems which constantly deal with uncertainty and
constraints constraintsoncapacity,ontooling,on2
precedence of operations. The WIP inventories may be reduced
by developing better methodsfor job-shop scheduling and
control. As might be expected,industry and academia have
approached the job-shop scheduling problem from different
perspectives. Industry has focused on short-range pragmatic
solutionwhile,generally,academiahasconcentratedon
addressing more theoretical questions.
Historically, academiahasgenerallyfocusedon
attempting to formulate and solve the job-shop scheduling
problem as a mathematical programming problem. Industry has
tackledtheproblemdifferentlybydevelopingadvanced
technologies or new methodologies. For example, academia has
devoted much efforts to develop sophisticated models that
attempttooptimizeschedulesundernumerouscomplex
constraints.Examplesofindustry'sapproachincludethe
introduction of flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) and the
just-in-time (JIT) philosophy.
A modern FMS is essentially a highly automated job-shop
which allows for the performance of more than one operation
on a job without its removal from the machine. The job does
not have to leave the machine until all its operations are
completed. In this way, the WIP inventory is greatly reduced
sinceajobisreleased totheshopfloor only whena
machining center becomes available. This feature simplifies
theoperationratherthantoattempttodealwiththe
complexity of setup time constraints. As a result, the focus
hasshifted from thejob-movement approach tothetool-
movement approach.
Anotherexample,theJIT method,usesasystematic
reduction of uncertainty in all aspects of the operation in3
order to avoid the use of buffer stocks and lead times with
imbedded safety margins by means of zero inventory concept.
Although academic approaches have not proven capable of
finding optimal solutions to large problems in real world,
they have served as the basis for scheduling heuristics which
are used more frequently in practice. Thus, they have proved
helpful.Universityresearchershavealsoattemptedto
develop methods for analyzing job-shops. Computer simulation
and queuing networks arethe two common methods used to
predict system performances. Both methods generally involve
decomposing the problem into a set of operations, and then
evaluating a set of simple rules for sequencing jobs at each
operation. Although it is relevant to industry, its principal
deficiencyisitsneglectoftherelationshipsbetween
operations in determining the production schedule.
Since most real world job shop scheduling problems are
NP-completeproblems,itisdifficulttofindoptimal
solution to such problems. Optimal solutions have so far been
obtained only for very specific relatively simple models,
usually under the assumption ofsomespecial probability
distributionsfor thejob processing times,most notably
exponential distributions.
1.2 The Purpose of the Study
Thisresearchisconductedin viewofthelimited
research on theimpactoftoolselection policy and job
scheduling rule in a tool shared environment in a modern FMS,
a dynamic job shop where tool-movement approach is employed.4
Two aspects of the Job Shop Scheduling(JSS)problem
were investigated in this research: tool selection policy and
job scheduling rule. Tool selection policies are invoked when
more than one request for a tool are pending. In this study,
all jobs are queued in a single common line for all machining
centers. Job scheduling rules are applied to the jobs waiting
inthecommonqueue.Thisstudyalsoexaminedthe
relationship between job scheduling rules and tool selection
policies and their relative performances under various job
shop settings.
The following research questions were addressed in this
study:
1. Are the conventional job scheduling rules for
job-movement approach applicable for tool-movement
environment?
2. What impact do job scheduling rules and tool
selection policies have on the job shop
performance when tool-movement approach is
employed?
3. Is there any correlation or interaction between
job scheduling rules and tool selection policies?
4. What effects do shop operating conditions have on
the system performance as a whole?
Computer simulation technique was used as one of the
major tools for this study. One of the objectives of this
research was to combine simulation models with a decision
modeljob-shoptoobtaindeeperinsightintothebasic
dynamics of job shop operation when tool-movement approach
was employed. Experimental design was used to evaluate and
comparetheeffectsofjobschedulingrulesandtool5
selection policies as a function of system configuration and
management objectives. One motivation for this research was
to bridge the gap between heuristic scheduling rules and
system characteristics such as tool waiting time and machine
utilization.
1.3 Significance of the Study
Very little experimental research has been conducted on
a modern FMS in a tool sharing environment as a whole in
relation to its scheduling decision behavior,specifically
its tool management strategy. Tool sharing within a dynamic
jobshopenvironmentcanimprovesystemperformanceby
increasingtoolutilization,reducingjobsetuptime,
decreasing job waiting time,and asaresultincreasing
production rate. A review of literature demonstrates that
tooling constitutes about 25% to 30% of the total variable
costsofFMSs(Cumings,1986).Hence,toolsharingis
considered an effective method to achieve reduction in tool
inventory and bring about considerable savings.
Someearlierresearch hasappliedsometoolreturn
policiesandtoolloading methodsonstaticjobshops.
However, tool selection policy and its behavior in a dynamic
job shop has received only slight attention in research. This
researchattemptstobridgethegapbetweenheuristic
scheduling rules and system characteristicssuch astool
waitingtimesandmachineutilizations. Somebest
conventional job scheduling rules with job-movement approach
were applied and proved to be applicable to tool-movement6
approach. Heuristic rules such as look-ahead strategies were
also investigated that take into account the relationships
between operations in determining the production schedule and
tool management.
Thisresearchprovidedanddemonstratedageneral
frameworkforevaluatingcontrolrulesbasedontheir
performance measures by using computer simulation methods. A
jobshop-like queuing network model was also developed for the
FMS system with tool-movement approach. Although the results
of this simulation study are specific for the configuration
on the system modeled and assumptions made in this research,
the model logic can be applied to more general job shop
models. The simulation models, as well as the queuing models,
provide a reasonable schema and knowledge for development of
different FMS environments with minor modifications pertinent
to the systems.
Moreover, this study explored the need and benefits of
automatingtoolhandlingandmanagementinFMSsand
investigated various tool selection strategies.It adds to
the understanding of the performance of an automated system
in two ways.First,it assessed thefeasibility oftool
sharing in a FMS environment by formulating and evaluating
rulesfortoolsharing.Thestandardizationoftools,
products,andproductionschedulingplanswhichare
associated with the implementation of this concept would have
far-reaching effectsontheoverall operation ofaFMS.
Second,itprovidedasolutionprocedurefortheFMS
scheduling problem in a tool shared environment.
To summarize,the purpose of this research was two-
fold.Practically and managerially,it would assist floor7
managers to better understand the dynamic decision behavior
of tool management as well as job scheduling rule and to
develop better production scheduling strategies.
Academically, it added to the body of research on job shop
scheduling problems and tool management relating to different
approaches.
1.4 Definition of Terminology
The following definitions are relevant to this study:
Flow Shop ProblemThe elements of a flow shop problem
areasetofmachinesandacollectionofjobstobe
scheduled. Each job has exactly m operations,one on each
machine, and the workflow in a flow shop is unidirectional,
i.e.,there is an initial machine that performs only the
first operation of a job,and there is a terminal machine
that performs only the last operation of a job. All the jobs
share the same processing order.
JobShopProblem Theclassicaljobshopproblem
differs from the flow shop problem in one important respect:
the workflow of jobs is not unidirectional. A job is allowed
to have any number of operations, and may require processing
by the same machine more than once in its operation sequence.
There is no initial machine that performs only the first
operation of a job,nor is there a terminal machine that
performs only the last operation of a job.
Static Job Shop ProblemAll numerical quantities in a
static job shop problem are known and fixed in advance. For
example,the number of jobs,the processing times and the8
ready times of all jobs are known and fixed.There is no
randomness and uncertainty. Such a problem is also called
deterministic.
Dynamic Job Shop Problem In the dynamic problems,
jobs arrive at the job shop randomly overa period of time.
If the processing time and other parametersare uncertain or
distribute according to a random pattern,they are called
stochastic problems.
Job Scheduling RuleA job scheduling rule is defined
as the determination of the order in which a set of jobs is
to be processed through a set of machines. This study focuses
on priority rules which set priorities for the jobs waiting
for processing.
Tool Selection PolicyA tool selection policy refers
to a strategy which selects a request from a pool of tool
requests issued by various machines.
Job Processing TimeThe processing of a job by a tool
on a machine is called an operation. The operation time is
called processing time.
Setup TimeSetup time is the time taken to prepare a
machine for a particular operation ofa job before being
processed on the machine.Each setup time may be either
sequence-dependentorsequence-independent.Forsequence-
independent setup time,i.e.,the time taken to adjust a
machine for a particular operation is independent of what the
machine did last,the setup time could be included in job
processing time on that machine.
Time in SystemTime in system is the amount of timea
job spends in the system. In this study, time insystem of a9
job refers to the total time the job spends in the job shop
after its arrival.
Makespan Makespan, or total production time,is the
length of time required to complete all jobs. Minimizing the
makespan implies that the cost of a schedule dependson how
long the processing system is devoted to the entire set of
jobs.Itisusually used asacriterion of performance
measures for static job shop problem.
Job Tardiness Job tardiness is the lateness of a job
only if it fails to meet its due date.
Proportion of Tardy Jobs Proportion of tardy jobs is
equal to the number of late jobs divided by the total number
of jobs completed.
Throughput Throughput, or namely production rate,is
the output produced in a given period of time.
Work-in-Process(WIP) Work-in-Process refers to all
the work (unfinished jobs) waiting on the shop floor.
Part Contact State Part contact state refers to the
cases in which a part (job) remains on a machine waiting for
unavailable tools transferred from other machining centersor
for being unloaded by a material handling vehicle.
Tool Waiting Time This study deals with the job shop
problem in a tool sharing environment. A job may need to
remain on a machine waiting for unavailable tools transferred
from somewhere else(such as other machine magazines or a
tool crib), hence, the term "part contact state" is used. A
machineisconsidered busy untilthejobisexplicitly
removed from the machine. The time of the machine in the part
contact state is called "tool waiting time".10
Work Content Work content of a job refers to the sum
of the total remaining processing times of the job.Work
content of a queue is the sum of total imminent operation
processing times of all jobs waiting in thequeue.
1.5 Dissertation Organization
Chapter 2 reviews the literature on job shop scheduling
problems with a special emphasis on tool-movement approach in
a tool sharing environment. The chapter starts by describing
the features of a general jobshop scheduling problem,and
then reviews and summarizes some commonly used scheduling
rulesandperformancemeasures,andexplainswhysome
heuristicstypicallyfailwhenappliedtojobshop
scheduling.Chapter 3outlinesthegeneralresearch
objectives and methodologies used in this study. The basic
model used in this simulation study isdescribed in the
chapter.
In chapter 4,a jobshop-like queuing network model was
developed with an attempt to analyze a specialcase of the
general jobshop scheduling problem.The queuing model was
also used to verify whether the simulation models developed
in this simulation study performed as intended.Chapter5
demonstrates a general framework for evaluating control rules
based on their performance measures. In Chapters 6 and 7, the
factorial designs for the two phases of this studyare given
and some composite priority rules are derived basedon the
first phase ofthisstudy.Experimental results and data
analysisforthetwo phasesare presentedinthesetwo11
chapters. Detailed discussions and research findings of the
experimental results and the relationship between scheduling
strategies and shop operating conditions are presented in
Chapter8.Finally,Chapter9concludes this dissertation
with a set of final remarks and recommendations.12
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Job shop scheduling(JSS)problems arise whenever a
common set of resources(for example,a machine,a human
operator, a transporter, a set of fixtures, etc) is required
to perform asetoftasks(orjobs).Each task may be
accomplished in more than one way (for example, alternative
production sequence). Given a limited set ofresources, the
JSS problem requires scheduling a set of operations to tasks
according to some process plan such that theuse of these
shared resources and other performancemeasures are optimized
and production constraints are satisfied.
2.1. Job Shop Problems
The traditional JSS problem may be statedas follows
(Conway, Maxwell and Miller, 1987; French, 1982): N jobs have
to be processed on M machines subject to capacity constraints
and precedence constraints. Each job consists ofa set of M
operations, each of which is uniquely associated with each of
the M machines and has a fixed processingsequence in a
unique order.
The job shop problem may be classifiedas either static
or dynamic (Buzacott and Shanthikumar, 1985)In static job
shops,the shop is assumed empty initially and there isa
finite set of jobs to be scheduled (N is finite)Once these
jobs are scheduled the shop is not rescheduled untilit is13
again empty. The static problem has been extensively studied
in literature. In the static problem, the objective has been,
almost exclusively, to minimize the makespan,that is,the
elapsed time between the commencement of the first job and
the completion time of the last job.In dynamic job shop
scheduling problems, new jobs arrive constantly at the shop
(N is infinite) and each job may have a different processing
sequence. Because of continuous arrivals, production schedule
may require constant revisions.
In the conventional JSS approach, the shop consists of
M machines with one operation per machine. Each machine is
considered unique.When ajobfinishes processing ofan
operation on a machine, the job is sent to other machine(s)
for remaining operation(s). The job-movement policy needs to
re-position the job on different machines and machine setup
times are usually sequence-dependent.
The nature of production technology has been undergoing
continuouschange.Useofdedicatedmachinesisbeing
replaced with flexible machining centers. Though muchmore
capital intensive than dedicated machines, flexible machining
centers havethecapabilityofperformingmultiple
operations on a job. The use of flexible machining centers
requires a scheduling approach that focuses on both jobs and
tools (Bell and De Souza, 1987; Carter, 1985; Gaalman, Nawijn
and Platzer,1987;Han,Na and Hogg,1989).Itisnot
uncommon to have all operations required on a job to be
performed at the same workstation as long as the requisite
tools are available. The focus thus shifts from job movement
to tool movement. The tool movement approach involves tool
loading on different machining centers,each of which can14
perform any processing operation on a job if appropriate
tools are provided. When a machining center does not have all
the required tools to process a job, unavailable toolsare
either borrowed from another machine or froma tool crib.
Each job visits only one of the identical machining center
where its entire processing is completed. The advantages of
the tool movement approach are that (Han, Na and Hogg, 1989):
1. no repositioning of the job is needed, which
results in higher cutting precision; and
2. A job is released to the job shop only when a
machining center becomes available, thereby
resulting in less work-in-process.
However,thetoolmovementsincurtool-movetime.In
addition, since the job remains on a machine until all its
operations are completed, additional waiting is incurred when
a required tool is unavailable at the machine and needs to be
borrowed from either another machine or from a tool crib. A
machineisconsideredavailableonlyafterajobhas
completed processing and has been physically unloaded from
the machine.It is quite possible that a job may remain on
themachineaftercompletingprocessingifadditional
resources(for example,the automated guided vehicles)are
requiredtoremovethejobfromthemachine.Inthe
traditionalJSSproblem,assoonasamachinefinishes
processing a job, it is assumed to be available for thenext
job.Thisassumption usually impliesan unlimitedspace
available in front of each machine.
In summary, the JSS problem can be textually statedas
(Blakrishnan, Leon, and Smith, 1994):15
Minimize Z
subject to:
(i)resource constraints (including material
handling and auxiliary equipment),
(ii) technological constraints (including
alternate routing),
(iii)part contact state (including tool
waiting time), and
(iv) deadlock constraints.
The objective function Zis typically multi-criteria
based on system performance measures, whichare sometime in
conflict. Resource constraints refer to the constraintson
shared resources such as machines on which jobs have to be
loaded,tools and fixtures, automatic guided vehicles, and
temporary storage locations.Technological constraints are
self-explanatory in nature. Alternate routing,for example,
allowsajobforalternateprocessplansin whichthe
sequence of operations to process the job can be altered and
the same operation can be performed on twoor more different
machines(non-parallel or non-identical).Such flexibility
could be used very effectively at each decision pointto
determine the next movement.
Part contact state refers to the cases in whicha part
(job)remains ona machine waiting for unavailable tool
transferred from somewhere else or for being unloaded bya
robot.The machineisconsidered busy untilthejobis
explicitly removed from the machine. In this study, the time
of the machine in the part contact state is called"tool
waiting time".16
The lastconstraints aredeadlockconstraints,
referring to a situation arising in automatedsystems in
which the flow of parts is permanently inhibiteddue to one
or more faulty scheduling decisions. A simple example isone
in which two machines are each processinga part and no
intermediate buffer space between the two machines.Itis
said to be in deadlock whenno part movement can take place
ifthe parton machine1needs machine2for its next
operation and the part on machine 2 needs machine1 for its
next operation. Since the deadlock situation is relatively
scarce in the field of manufacturing, therefore,it is not
discussed further in this study. For detaileddefinition and
treatments of deadlock constraints refers to Balakrishnanet
al.(1994) .
2.2. Production Scheduling
Theproductionschedulingproblemhasbeenstudied
extensively overthepastseveraldecades(Baker,1974;
Coffman, 1974; Conway, 1967; Day, 1967; Muth,1963; Rodammer,
1988). Although industry and academiahave approached the
production scheduling problem from differentperspectives,
theonecommonality betweentheindustrialpracticeand
academia approach is a general lack ofany major breakthrough
(Randhawa and McDowell, 1990).17
2.2.1 Industrial Practice
In industry, the job shop scheduling approach has been
focusedonreducingbatchsizes,suchasflexible
manufacturing systems (FMS), and controlling work-in-process
inventories by computerization of the production scheduling
function,suchasoptimized productiontechnology(OPT).
Using the computer to fully integrate manufacturing has been
a noble goal for decades, but slow in being widely achieved.
Flexible manufacturing system (FMS) have been developed
to provide the flexibility of highly automated job shops with
nearly the efficiency of large volume manufacturing which
allow random job processing with single unit batch sizes
(Buzacott,1986;Stecke,1983).Insuchasystem,any
manufacturingsequencewouldbeoptimalifthematerial
handling system has sufficient capacity and the machines have
sufficient tools of various types to handle the variety of
jobs.Despite their promise of providing high quality low
cost products, FMS have only been successful where the jobs
tobeproducedareverysimilar(Aggarwal,1985).As
indicated by Aggarwal (1985), FMS scheduling is currently in
its adolescence. More effective scheduling systems still need
to be developed.
Industry hasalsoattemptedtoutilizecomputerto
fullyintegrate manufacturingincontrollinginventories.
Although a large number of systems have been installed, the
results are not promising(Aggarwal, 1985). The first and by
far the most publicized of these systems is the Optimized
Production Technology(OPT),developed by Eliyahu Goldratt
and his colleagues in the early 1980s(Jacobs, 1983; Goldratt,18
1980).TheOPTisaproprietarysoftwarepackagefor
scheduling production facilities in which bottlenecks drive
the entire schedule as they determine the throughput of the
plant.The OPT system emphasizes the need to distinguish
between bottleneck and non-bottleneck machines. Despite its
promise of developing a near optimal detailed schedule, the
OPTfailstoconsiderproductioncosts,butrather
concentrates on maximizing throughput(Maxwell,1983).As
reported by Maxwell et al.(1983), the OPT may occasionally
indicate an unfeasible schedule when one indeed does exist.
Using OPT may also result in work-in-process inventory levels
much higher than normal (Aggarwal, 1985).
AnotherattemptisthepotentialuseofArtificial
Intelligence (AI) modeling and heuristic search techniques to
help solve production scheduling problems. The ISIS factory
scheduling system,developed by Fox et al.(1983),uses a
constraint-directed search paradigm to solve the scheduling
problem.Itattemptedtodealwiththefullrangeof
constraints and objectives encountered in the manufacturing
domain. Although the ISIS can generate feasible schedule and
isparticularlyefficientatreducingwork-in-process
inventory, ithasproblemsoptimizingutilizationof
bottleneck resources(Norman,1991).Randhawa and McDowell
(1990) also note that ISIS might be expected to use excessive
computer time to be practical for many situations due to the
wide variety of constraints and objectives ISIS considers.19
2.2.2 Academia Approach
In general, university research has been focusedon two
main approaches to solve the job shop scheduling problems:
mathematical programming formulations and heuristic
scheduling methods.
Based on a static job shop assumption that there isa
finite and given set of jobs to be processed, mathematical
programmingformulationsattempttominimizethetotal
makespan by using a branch and bound algorithm to solvean
integer(0-1)linearprogrammingproblem(Wagner,1959;
Bowman,l959;Manne,1960).Byusingthisapproach,the
resulting problem is NP-hard(Fox,1983). As indicated by
Randhawa and McDowell(1990),the principal contribution of
theseformulationsisthattheyshowthatmathematical
programming is not a practical solution technique for most
real problems. They may only be solved for small and trivial
cases. Moreover, its static job shop assumption bears little
resemblance to most dynamic industrial settings. Because of
its unrelevance to real world, it is easy tosee why industry
has shown little interest in this approach (Bellman, et al.
1982,BakerandMcMakon,1985).However,mathematical
programming approaches have indeed proved helpfulasthe
basis for scheduling heuristics.
In recent years,several dynamic job shop scheduling
modelshavebeendevelopedinadditiontotheolder
deterministic models, because they provide amore realistic
and more general description of jobs,of policies,and of
problems.In stochastic scheduling,jobs are described by
stochasticarrivalandprocessingtimes.Thisimplies20
unpredictable arrivals and completion times,and requires
online decisions and dynamic scheduling policies, rather than
static predetermined schedules. To handle thismore complex
problem, researchers have attempted to use various analytic
techniques to analyze and predict system performance.
The addition of random job arrival times leads to the
use of queuing networks for job shop analysis. Jackson (1963)
applied a classical open network to solve a job shop problem.
The more recent work has tended to concentrate on the use of
closedqueuingnetworkapproximations (Buzacott and
Shanthikumar,1985).Wilhelm(1986)and Saboo and Wilhelm
(1985) have also used transient queuing network analysis to
analyze assembly system, a special case of general job shop
problem.
As is widely known,extensive research has also been
devoted to the use of heuristics as a tool to solve job shop
scheduling problems (for a review of this work, see Jackson,
1957,Moore and Wilson,1967,and Panwalkar and Iskander,
1977). Similar to the queuing network methods, this approach
generally involves decomposing the problem intoasetof
operations,inwhicheachoperationisconsideredan
independentdecision pointandcan bescheduled without
requiring that other operations use the sameresource or
require the same job be scheduled at the same time.This
research has focused on attempting to evaluate a set of rules
for sequencing jobs at each operation. Although this approach
is relevant to industry and has the potential to solve large-
scale scheduling problems,its principal deficiency is its
neglect oftherelationshipsbetweenoperations in
determining the production schedule (Randhawa and McDowell,21
1990). A job may be selected for early processingnow and
could later be stopped in a congestedqueue at the next step.
There is a gap between stochastic scheduling andthe control
of queues and queuing networksas a whole.
2.3. Scheduling Rules
Schedulingorpriorityruleshavebeenextensively
studied in literature,specially by simulation research on
the scheduling of job shops(Baker, 1984; Conway, Maxwelland
Miller, 1967; Dar-El and Wysk, 1984; Panwalker andIskander,
1977; and Russell, Dar-El and Tayler, 1987). A large number
of heuristic rules have been advanced and testedin this
context(Panwalkar and Iskander, 1977). Basedon some easily
computed parameters of the jobs,operations,machines,or
tools, heuristic scheduling rulesare used to select the next
operationtobeprocessed.Theseparametersinclude
processing times, due dates, operationcounts, costs, setup
times,release times,machine loadings,toollife,travel
distance of a robot between machines, and toolexchange times
(French,1982; Gere,1966; King and Spachis,1980; Mellor,
1966; Panwalkar and Iskander, 1977; ElMaraghy,1985; Han, Na
and Hogg,1985,Ramasesh,1990,and Nagar,Haddockand
Heragu,1995).Examples of commonly used scheduling rules
are: shortest processing time (SPT), earliest due date (EDD),
first-in-first-out (FIFO), slack-based rules, andpure random
arrangement(Monte Carlo).Composite scheduling rules have
generally been derived from combination of simplerules.22
The scheduling rules may be broadly categorized into
processing-timebased,due-datebased, andcomposite
dispatching rules. Examples are:
1. Processing-Time based scheduling rules:
(a)SPT: select the job with the shortest
processing time at the current operation.
(b)Most total remaining processing time: select
the job with the largest total remaining
processing time.
(c)Earliest release time: select the job with
the earliest release time.
2. Due-Date based scheduling rules:
(a)EDD: select the job with the earliest due
date
(b)MDD: select the job with the minimum modified
due date. The modified due date is the
earliest time between the due date and the
time the operation could be completed if
there is no delay.
(c)Modified operation due date: select the job
with the minimum operation due date. The
operation due date is given to each operation
considering its remaining work, not to each
job which includes the operation.
3. Composite scheduling rules:
(a)SIX rule: This rule divides the jobs in
front of a given machine into two
queues: priority queue and normal queue;
the priority queue being processed
before the normal queue. Select the job23
with the shortest processing time and
give it priority over the other jobs in
the same queue.
(b)COVERT (cost over time): select the job
with the maximum ratio of expected
operation tardiness to operation
processing time.
(c)ATC (apparent tardiness cost): similar
to COVERT except that an exponential
function of the slack is used for
estimating expected operation tardiness.
Notsurprisingly,no singlescheduling rule has yet
been identified that performs bestfor every measure of
performance. This is partly due to the complexity of the JSS
problem, and partly due to the non-consistence nature of the
performance measures themselves.
As discussed in the previous sections,most research
work which havebeenaccomplishedassumeajob-movement
policy (Berrada and Stecke, 1984; Ammons, 1985; Tang, 1986;
O'Grady and Menon, 1987). As reported by Stecke and Solberg
(1981), there was little difference in the throughput rate
amongloadingmethodsandamongthedispatchingrules
examined when the job-movement policy was employed. However,
little investigation has been reported for the tool-movement
policyexceptforstaticsituation.Basedontheir
experimental results on a static FMS environment, Han et al.
(1989) reported that there was no significantly difference in
termofthroughputperformancebetweenloadingfromthe
optimization-based methodandloadingfromtheheuristic
method when the common-queue method and the no tool-return24
policy are adopted. Compared with job scheduling rules tested
in the literature, little research has been done to compare
the relative performance of different tool selection policies
for a dynamic job shop problem. Some of the examples for the
tool selection policy are shortest tool-travel distance, high
value of tool life, no tool-return policy and immediate tool-
return policy.Thelasttwo refertothetoolmovement
policy. After the completion of an operation,the borrowed
tool will be returned to its original place by the immediate
tool-return policy even when it is not demanded; whereas by
the no tool-return policy the borrowed tool is not returned
unless requested. As reported by Han et al.(1989),the no
tool-return policy performed much better than the immediate
tool return policy in terms of throughput rate.
This thesis is devoted to analyzing the effects of tool
requestselection policy andjobschedulingrulesina
dynamic job shop environment with tool sharing. Similar to
job scheduling rule, the same heuristic logic was applied in
the tool request selection procedure. Some best conventional
job scheduling rules were modified and applied to the tool
selectionpolicysothatthebestcombinationcanbe
identified for the performance measures used in this study.
Simulation methodology is used to evaluate the impact of the
various candidate rules on performance measures, as discussed
in the next section.25
2.4. Performance Measures
Sincejobshopscheduling is amulti-criteria
optimization problem,many performance measures have been
considered in literature (Ramasesh, 1990, Baker and Scudder,
1990, Wein and Chevalier,1992, Nagar, Haddock and Heragu,
1995). Nagar et al.classify the performance measures into
twomajorclasses:regularandnon-regular.Aregular
performance measureisanon-decreasingfunctionofjob
completion times and the scheduling objective is to minimize
the performance measure.Examplesofregular performance
measures are makespan, time in system, and tardiness based
performance measures. In contrast,a performance measure is
said to be non-regular if it is not a monotone function of
the job completion time.Job earliness,for example,is a
non-regular performance measure which was introduced with the
advent of the just-in-time philosophy. By the nature of the
just-in-timeapproach,jobsarepenalizediftheyare
completed earlier than their due-dates.
Many regular performance measures have been used to
evaluatealarge number ofscheduling problemsand many
efficient methodologies for scheduling problems have been
developed.Contrary to regular performance measures,non-
regular performance measures have received relatively less
attention and new methodologies need to be developed for the
non-regular performance measures,as the ones for regular
performancemeasuresmaynotbeapplicable.Interested
readers are referred to the extensive literature reviews of
papers involving non-regular performance measures by Baker
and Scudder (1990). Similar to most of the research in the26
literature, this research focuse on the regular performance
measures due to the characteristics of the models used in
this simulation study.
As there are a large number of performance measures in
thisregularcategory,afurthersub-classificationis
provided below :
1. Time-based measures
(a)Mean time in system
(b)Mean waiting time
(c)Machine idle time
(d)Mean tool waiting time
2. Due-date based measures
(a)Mean job tardiness
(b)Proportion of tardy jobs
(c)Mean lateness
3. Work-in-Process (WIP) measures
(a)Average number of jobs waiting in queue
(b)Average number of jobs in system
4. Cost related measures
(a)Throughput
(b)Cost of idle machines
(c)Cost of idle tools
(d)Cost of WIP inventory
(e)Total cost per job
Since some of the performance measures are in conflict
with each other,itis not surprising to find no single
schedulingrulesuperiortoothersforallimportant
performance measures such as mean tardiness, proportion of
tardy jobsand machine utilization.For example,machine
utilization,representingthecostofidlemachines,27
increaseswhen moretoolcopiesareavailable.However,
increasing the number of tool copies will result in higher
cost of idle tools.
Thechoiceofaschedulingrulecannotbemade
independent of the criterion used.In general,it has been
found that processing-time based rules perform better at high
shop load levels and at tight due-date settings, while due-
date based rules perform better under light load conditions
(Rochette and Sadowski, 1976, Blackstone et al., 1982, Haupt,
1989, and Ramasesh, 1990).
As described in Chapter 3,the job shop model used in
this research applied a tool-movement approach in contrast to
theconventionaljob-movementapproach.With job-movement
approach,jobsaresentto other machinesfor different
operations.The conventional approach normally assumes an
unlimited space available in front of each machine. This may
result in large work-in-process inventory. Hence, one of the
performance measures used with the traditional systems is to
minimize the WIP inventory.
In the job shop model studied in this research,a job
is released to the shop floor only when a machining center
becomes available, thereby resulting in less WIP inventory.
As a result, the work-in-process based measures were not used
asacriterioninthisstudy.Forthepurposeofthis
research, several commonly used regular performance measures
were used as major criteria throughout the two phase study.
They include the time base measures (mean time in system and
mean tool waiting time), the due-date based measures (mean28
job tardiness and proportion of tardy jobs)and the cost
related measures(throughput,machine utilization and tool
utilization).29
CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH APPROACH AND ASSUMPTIONS
3.1. Research Objectives
The primary objective of this study was to investigate
the relative performances of three major job shop control
parameters: job loading, tool selection, and tool duplication
foradynamicjobshopenvironmentsuchasaflexible
manufacturing system (FMS). Job loading refers to scheduling
orderin which jobsshould be processed.Toolselection
refers to tool dispatching strategies for selecting a request
for a tool from a pool of requests issued by various machines
in a FMS. Tool duplication level is the number of tool copies
available in the FMS.
The motivation of this study wasto investigate the
interrelation betweenthejobloadingdecisionandtool
selection policies and consequently their interaction effects
on job shop performance. Tool sharing within a dynamic job
shop environment can improve the performance of a job shop by
increasingtoolutilization,reducingthesetuptime,
decreasing job waiting time, and increasing production rate.
Moreover,tool sharing is particularly valuable in dealing
with contingencies.When a toolfailure occurs,moving a
similar tool from another machining center, rather than re-
routingjobstoothermachines,isthemoredesirable
strategy adopted in practice.30
This research concentrated on the impact of job loading
rulesandtoolselectionstrategiesinatoolshared
environment.Thisstudyalsoexaminedtherelationship
between job/tool scheduling policies and job shop operating
conditions and analyzed the effects of the job shop control
functions so that the best combinationcan be identified with
respect to the performance measures considered.
of tool duplication levels was also addressed.
was used for modeling the job shop system
Design of experiments techniques andan ANOVA
applied to analyze simulation outputs.
3.2. Research Methodologies
The impact
Simulation
under study.
framework were
The research questions associated with the applications
oftheconventionaljobloading rulesandtoolsharing
strategies to a dynamic job shop address two issues:
1. the impact of the job loading rules and tool
selection on the job shop performance; and
2. the effects of operating conditionson the job shop
performance.
Unlike much of the previous work in job shop scheduling,this
study bridges the gap between stochastic job loadingand
controlofthetool movement withinadynamicjobshop
environment.
Due to the flexible and robust nature of scheduling
heuristics,thisresearch focused on theapplication of
heuristics in a dynamic job shop environment.The study of
heuristic has a twofold thrust developing heuristics and31
assessing their performance. In developing heuristics, this
research focused on job loading rules and tool selection
policies. Some of the heuristics are rather straightforward;
others are more complex.In assessing the performance of
heuristics,the major objective was the evaluation of the
system performanceasawhole.Moreover,avarietyof
performance measures were used.
The traditional performance measure of static job shops
is not particularly relevant to dynamic job shops.In the
static job shop problems,the objective has been,almost
exclusively, to minimize the makespan, that is, the elapsed
time between thecommencement ofthefirstjob and the
completion time of the last job. In comparison,in the
dynamicjobshopproblem,theprimarymeasuresofa
manufacturing manager's performance is throughput per period
and average time a job spends in the shop.Job lateness,
the fraction of jobs which do not meet their due dates, and
manufacturinginventorylevelsareotherfrequently
encountered measures. Thedynamicjobshopscheduling
problem is then to schedule jobs and allocate tools through
the shop so that one or more of the following performance
measures is optimized:
1. Throughput per period is maximized;
2. Average time a job spent in the system is
minimized;
3. Proportion of tardy jobs is minimized;
4. Tool and machine utilizations are maximized;
5. Work in Process (WIP) is minimized.
For the purpose of this study,a general research approach
was implemented in two phases:32
Phase I.Identify bottleneck conditions and
interactions among simple job- and
tool-related rules
1.1Develop a general job shop computer
simulation model
1.2Develop mathematical model(s) for
verification
1.3Perform a factorial design on job loading
rule, tool selection policy, and tool
duplication
1.4Determine conditions (through simulation
experimentation) encountered at bottlenecks
Phase II. Develop bi-criterion job loading rule(s) and
tool selection policies based on the first
phase and determine the "best" strategies
used for bottlenecks
2.1Generate composite priority rules
2.2Use a randomized completely block design to
compare the different bi-criterion rules and
operating conditions
Inthefirstphase,emphasiswasplacedonthe
development of ageneralizedsimulationmodel and
identification of the most influential simple rule(s) and/or
interaction(s)affectingtheperformancemeasures. This
phase was iterative in nature.The bottleneck conditions
were also needed to be identified in this phase. In the
second phase,however,investigations were focused on the
development of bi-criterion job scheduling rules and tool
selection policies based onthefirstphaseresultsand33
determining the "best" strategies used for bottlenecks under
different simulation models.
3.3 Job Shop Characteristics and Model Description
3.3.1 The Job Shop Problem With Tool Sharing
The job shop problem in a tool shared environment may
be stated as follows: m operations and required tools of the
selected job types have to be allocated among asetof
machines or machining centers subject to technological and
capacity constraints.Each machine has the capability to
perform a wide variety of operations.Itis assumed that
each job visits only one ofidentical machining centers
where its entire processing is completed. When a machining
center does not have all the required tools to process the
job, unavailable tools are transported by a tool handling
system (for example, an automatic guided vehicle) from other
machine(s) or tool crib(s) to the machine the job is being
processed.
In the tool shared environment, the loading decision is
focused on the allocation of required tools of the selected
job, instead of job movement among a set of machines.Two
significant advantages of the tool movement approach are
that:
1. No repositioning of the job is needed, which
results in higher cutting precision; and34
2. A job is released to the job shop only whena
machining center becomes available, thereby
resulting in less work-in-process.
However,thetoolmovementsincurtool-movetime. In
addition, since the job remainson a machine until all its
operations are completed,additional waitingisincurred
when a required tool isunavailable at the machine and
needs to be borrowed from either another machineor from the
tool crib.A machine is considered available only aftera
jobhascompletedprocessingandhasbeenphysically
unloaded from the machine. It is quite possible thata job
may remain on the machine after completing processing if
additionalresources(forexample,theautomated guided
vehicles) are required to remove the job from the machine.
In the traditional job shop scheduling problem,as soon as a
machine finishes processing ajob,itisassumed to be
available for the next job.This assumption usually implies
an unlimited space available in front of each machine.
The job shop problem may be classifiedas either static
or dynamic. In static job shop problems, the shop is assumed
emptyinitially andthereisafinitesetofjobsto
scheduled. Once these jobs are scheduled the shopis not
rescheduled until it is again empty.Unlike the static job
shopproblems,newjobsinadynamicjobshoparrive
constantly at the shop and each jobmay have a different
processingsequence.Becauseofcontinuousarrivals,
production schedule may require constant revisions.
Most,if not all,existing research has treated job
loading and tool sharing schemeas two separate problems.
Moreover,littleinvestigation hasbeen reported inthe35
literature for the dynamic job shop problems in tool sharing
environments. By using simulation methodology, this proposed
research attempted to identify potential benefits of the job
loading decision and tool sharing scheme on the flexibility
and productivity of a dynamic job shop. The primarypurpose
of this study was to investigate the relative performances
of three major job shop control functions: job loading, tool
selection, and tool duplication for the modern dynamic job
shop.Thisresearchconcentratedontheimpactofjob
loadingrulesandtoolselectionstrategiesinatool
sharing environment.
3.3.2 The Job Shop Model
A generalized job shop model would be unnecessarily
complicatedforthepurposesofthisresearch.Thus,a
special case of the general problem was considered. The basic
job shop model used in this study consists of six machining
centers,each of which has a full capacity tool magazine
mounted on it and can perform any processing operationon any
job in the job set if appropriate tools are available. There
are a total of eight operations (tools).
As depicted in Figure 3.1, jobs arrive at the job shop
and are placed inaload/unload area.A job transportor
transfers the jobs between the load/unloadarea and machining
centers. In addition, there is a tool crib which stores tools
not assigned to any machine magazine and a tool transfer
device(an automatic guided vehicle) whichmoves the tools
between the machining centers or between a machiningcenter6
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and the tool crib. The numbers shown on the layout in Figure
3.1 are distances, in meters, between the load/unload area,
the tool crib, and machining centers. It is assumed that both
thejobtransporterandthetooltransferdeviceare
available whenever needed.
In contrast to the conventional job movement approach,
the model under study moves tools, instead of jobs, between
machining centers and only one common queuefor jobsis
considered (i.e., the load/unload area). Since a job does not
havetoleavethe machine untilallitsoperationsare
completed,thesetuptimeispracticallyeliminatedor
dramatically decreased and a job is released into the shop
only whenamachining center becomesavailable,thereby
resulting in less work-in-process.
It is assumed that each magazine has a full capacity
for holding tools and each tool requires equal space in the
toolmagazine.Beforeproductionstarts,thetoolsare
originally partitioned and loaded into the tool crib. During
the production period, tools stay where they are unless there
are tool requests from other machining center(s). All new
and/or repaired tools will be loaded into the tool crib,
instead of the machining centers.
3.3.3 Simulation Model and Assumptions
Althoughananalyticmodelwasdevelopedandis
presented in the next chapter,simulation was the primary
analytical tool used for the purpose of this research. This
is because it allows complex systems to be modeled without38
being limited by theassumptionsinherentin analytical
models.In this study,a two-phase approach was used. The
first phase involved studying different job loadingrules
and tool selection policies in order to identify thecause-
and-effect relationships that can be used for developing
more complex decision strategies.Based on the knowledge
identified in the first phase and subsequent
experimentation, a set of more complex ruleswas developed
in the second phase to determine the "best" strategiesused
for different types of operating conditions. The simulation
modeldevelopedinthissectionservedasthebasic
framework of all simulation models for both phase studies.
For the purposes of this research, a specialcase of
the general problem was considered. As depicted inFigure
3.1,the job shop modeled in this study consists of six
machining centers, each of which hasa full capacity tool
magazine mounted onitandcan perform any processing
operation on any job if appropriate toolsare available.
There are a total of eight different operations (tools).
Jobs arrive to the job shop with interarrival times
being exponentially distributed witha mean 1/X,and are
placed in a load/unload area ifno machine is available for
immediate processing.For the purposeofthesimulation
study,interarrivaltimesareintegerizedandmustbe
greater than or equal 1. Each job consists of operationsto
be performed on any of the machining centers inthe job
shop.Thenumberofoperationsperjobisuniformly
distributed between 2 and 6.The processing sequence of a
job is determined by random assignment andconsidered to be39
fixed. The estimated processing time for each operation is
distributed exponentially with a mean value of[t(in Phase
II study, two other distributions, normal and uniform, were
also considered). The processing times are rounded off to
integer values with no value being less than1.When a
machine is available, a job waiting in the load/unload area
is transported to the machine by the job transporter.After
all its operations on a machining center are finished, the
job will be transported back to the load/unload area by the
job transporter and leaves the system.
Also, as can be seen from Figure 3.1, there is a tool
crib in the job shop model. All tools not assigned to any
machining centers, including new and/or repaired tools, are
stored in the tool crib. A tool transport device as shown in
Figure 3.1 moves the tools between the machining centers
and/or between a machining center and the tool crib.The
travel times among the machining centers and the tool crib
areconsideredequal.Toolfailure(wear-outtime)is
allowed and distributed normally and tool repair/replacement
time follows an exponential distribution.
Forthepurposesofthisresearch,thefollowing
assumptions were made:
1. All machining center are identical and capable of
performing all the operations on a job type
without removing it from the machine as long as
necessary tools are available.
2. There are total of six machining centers, eight
operations (tools), one workpiece transporter,
one load/unload area, one tool AGV, and one40
tool crib.The layout is shown in Figure 3.1.
3. Each machine has eight cells to hold the tools.
The machining centers are initially idle and all
tools are initially stored in the tool crib.
4. The tool AGV is initially staged at the tool
crib station and always available for use.The
tool AGV is positioned atwhere it was last if
there is no tool request for it.
5. The job transporter is initially staged at the
load/unload area and always available foruse. The
transporter will return to the load/unload area if
there is no request.
6. The travel times between machining centers or
between a machining center and the tool crib or the
load/unload area are equal.
7. Once started, a job can not be interrupted. Anew
job will be started only when a machine and
necessary tool(s) on that machine are available
(idle) .
8. Tool failure (wear-out time) is allowed and
distributed normally; repair/replacement times
follow an exponential distribution.
9. Estimated processing time for a job for a given
operation is assumed distributed exponentially.
Mean processing times will be selected to provide
operation utilization for each machine and/or
operation.Processing times will be assumed to be
known with certainty in advance of scheduling.
10. Job arrivals follow the familiar Poisson pattern,
and the mean for the Poisson distribution is setat41
a lower value than the mean service time of the
shop in order to prevent continual shop overload.
11. The processing sequence for each job entering the
shop will be obtained in the following way.The
shop will consist of 8 operations with one tool per
operation. The minimum and maximum number of
operations for a given job are two and six,
respectively. First, the number of operations in
the sequence for a job will be randomly determined
according to a uniform distribution.Then, one
of the 8 operations will be randomly selected as
the first operation in the sequence.The second,
third,...operations in the sequence will be
selected from the operations which have not already
been selected with equal probability. The
processing sequence is planned or made before the
job is released to the shop floor.
12. Due date for a job will be the arrival time plus
the sum of its processing times multiplied by a
random variable uniformly distributed.Due dates
for all jobs are considered fixed.
13. Any statistics to be gathered are determined when
the system is operating under steady state
conditions.
14. The rules for job scheduling and tool selection are
predefined and are not changed during the
manufacturing cycle.
Summariesoftheparametervaluesforthecomputer
simulation models of the two phases are given in Chapters 642
and 7.In addition,it is assumed that the request for a
tool will be satisfied based on the shortest distance to be
traveled by the tool transporter to retrieve and deliver the
tool,and thattoolsarenotreturnedunlessbeing
requested from other machining center(s)as returning of
borrowed tools may result in more tool movement (Han, Na and
Hogg, 1989). The logic of the job shop model is depicted by
a flow chart shown in Figure 3.2.43
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CHAPTER 4
A JOBSHOP-LIKE QUEUING SYSTEM AND MODEL VALIDATION
Althoughthisstudyconcentratedonevaluating
scheduling rules and comparing their performances by using
simulationtechniqueastheprimary analyticaltool,a
jobshop-like queuing network model was also developed with
an attempt to analyze a special case of the general job shop
problem with toolsharing environment.Oneofthe main
objectives was to use the queuing model to verify whether
the simulation model developed in this research performed as
intended.This was done mainly by means of approximation
assumptions and a t-test.
4.1. The M/G/m Queuing System and Basic Definitions
Consider a M/G/m queuing network model in which jobs
arrive at the job shop in accordance with a Poisson process
having rate 2.. Upon arriving, a job will be either processed
by a machining center if at least one machining center is
idle or placed in a load/unload area (a common queue having
infinite capacity) if no machine is available for immediate
processing. The job shop consists of m identical machining
centers,each of which has a full capacity tool magazine
mounted on it and can perform any processing operation on
any job if appropriate tools are available.There are a
total ofI different operations (tools). To facilitate the45
analysis, only one job type is considered. An illustration
of the job shop is given in Figure 4.1. The assumptions for
the model can be summarized as follows:
1. Job arrival pattern: Poisson arrival with rate
2. Tool processing pattern: processing time for
operation (tool)i is exponentially distributed
with mean Si (i=1,2,...,I);
3. One job type (fixed operation sequence):
4. There are m identical machining centers, each
of which can hold all types of tools;
5. Tool i may have one or more copies, i.e.,
Ci <= m;
6. After operation i,a job proceeds to operation
1+1, and stays on the machine until it finishes
operation I;
7. Tool moving time between the machining centers
are negligible;
8. No machine/tool breakdown is allowed.
Let N be the number of jobs waiting in the common queue, and
ni(1=1,2,...,1)bethenumberofjobsintheservice
facility waiting for or being serviced by tool1. With
these definitions and assumptions, the queuing system can be
formulated as a continuous time Markov chain with infinite
state space
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where the system state is a (I+1) tuple (N,n1, n2,...,
Obviously, Eni <= m.
u=1
Ageneralizedstate-transitiondiagramwouldbe
unnecessarily complicated for the purpose of this study.
Thus, a special case of the general model is drawn in Figure
4.2 (forthecase1=3,m=2, C1=2, C2=1, C3=2)for
illustration. As usual,Xisthe arrivalrate,Ili's
1.ti=1 /Si ,i=1,2,3)are the service rates for operationi
(1=1,2,3), respectively.
4.2 A Special Case and Approximation For Wq
In this research,we are interested in the average
delayinqueueofajobinthejobshopsystem,Wq.
Unfortunately, there is no known method for the quantities
of interest and in fact, there is no known exact formula for
computing Wq.Likemanyotherqueuingproblems,the
solutionsforthegeneralizedmodelpresentedinthe
previoussection stillremain unsolvedinspiteofthe
effortdevotedtothem,obviouslyduetoitsinherent
complexity.Thisisoneofthereasonsthesimulation
technique was used in this study.However, an approximation
approach for the quantity of interest for a specialcase is
attempted in this section.
Consider the special case where Ci= m and si=s for
all i=1,2,...,I.In this case, all m machining centers have48
Figure 4.2The State-Transition Diagram49
all necessary tools mounted on them. Each tool has m copies
and the operation times for alltools arethe same and
distributed exponentially withamean valueofs.This
implies that no tool movement among the machining centers is
necessary.
Let Xi be the random variable for the operation time
for tooli,and S be the random variable for the service
time(operation time)for a machining center. We have,in
this case,
and
Xi EXP ( si) for all i
si = s for all i
S = EXi GAM(s,I)
i=1
note that sum of I independent exponential random variables
having mean s has a gamma distribution with parameters s and
I(Ross,1985). Therefore, our model reduces to a model in
which jobs, arriving in accordance with a Poisson process
having rate X,will either immediately be processed if at
least one machining center is idle or else be placed in the
load/unload areaifall machining centers are busy.All
machining centers have the same service time ofa gamma
distribution with parameters I and s. This model becomes a
simple multiserver queuing system of a single queue with a
gammaservicetime.Ourobjectiveistoobtainan
approximation for the average time spent waiting in the
common queue by a job in the job shop.
In search for numericalsolutionsfor such queuing
systems,severaldiscussionsofthemajorcomputational50
problems of multiserver queuing systems with nonexponential
servicetimearegiveninKingman(1965,1970),Maaloe
(1973), and Nozaki and Ross (1978).Kingman obtained bounds
on W
qfor the M/G/m as (Kingman, 1970)
E[S2] [Lls1+ in l X2(E[S])2 I m]
2E[S](mXE[S]) 2E[S]
X[E[S2] (E[S])2 ] + m I X
< r47(1 < 2(mXE[S])
(4.1)
Further, Kingman conjectured a heavy traffic approximation
for Wq, in the case of M/G/m, as
212[E[S2 ]- (E[S])
2+m2
ifr,
2Xm(m XE[S])
asXE[S] m(Kingman,1965).Anotherheavytraffic
conjecture was given by Maaloe for the model M/Er/m, where
Errepresents an Erlang distribution with r phases,
X E[S2]
Wq
2m(mkE[S])
when XE[S]m(Maaloe,1973).Recently,by meansofan
approximation relating ajoint distribution ofremaining
service time to the equilibrium service distribution, Nozaki
and Ross (1978) obtained the following approximation for Wq,
XPIE[S2KE[S])''
Wq 7,-, (4.4)
2(m1)!(mXE[S])2[L
Z--! (kE[S])" (kE[S])nn
=0n! (m 1)!(m kE[S])
The approximation formula (4.4)has been shown to be quite
close to the Wq when the service time distribution is gamma.
Itisalsoexactwhentheservicedistributionis
exponential (Ross, 1985.)
(4.2)
(4.3)51
The approximation formula (4.4) was used in this study
forcomputing WI.Bythepropertiesofthegamma
distribution, we have
E(S)= Is
E(S2)= V(S) + [E(S)]2
=IS2+(IS)
2
= (1+I)Is2
Now, the approximation formula (4.4) becomes
xm(1 + 1)is2 (Is)m-1
wq
2(m 1)!(mXis)2[1'(VS)"± (VS)m
n=0n!(m 1)!(m Vs)
( 4. 5)
When m=1(singleserver),the equation(4.5)can be
simplified as follows:
X.(1+/)/s2
T,P;
2(12ds)2
When m = 2,it becomes
Wq
A,2(1+1)/2s3
2(2k/s)2[1+ Xis +(X2 is)2
(2Vs)
4.3 Model Validation and Verification
(4.6)
(4.7)
The two common questions asked abouta simulation model
are, "Has the right model been solved?", and "Has the model
beensolvedright?"Thefirstquestionisaboutmodel
validation which refers to the techniques employedto insure
that a simulation model represents truesystem behavior with52
sufficient accuracy to allow the simulation model to be used
asasubstitute for the actualsystem under study.The
second question is related to model verification in which
comparisons are made between a hypothetical model and the
computer modelexaminedtoimplementtheconception.A
properly validated simulation model can be used in a series
ofexperimentsinitiatedtodrawconclusionsoranswer
questions about the actual system; while model verification
ensures that the computer simulation model performs as it
was intended.
Inthisresearch,aconceptualjobshop model was
considered. Therefore, the developed model is hypothetical
and the problem becomes one of verification rather than
validation. To verify whether the computer codes perform as
intended,the simulation model was developed in stages and
debugged systematically and many initial test runs were made
so that the output of the model can be verified manually.
Since the SlamSystem, a general purpose simulation language,
was used in this research,its available library commands
made the validation process easier by providing dynamic maps
of the function and subroutine calls during the simulation.
In this section,the output(average waiting time in
queue) of the computer simulation model is verified by a t-
test. In the t-test, the theoretical results for Wq derived
in the previous sections was used as a target value, 1.4).
Theoretically, the computer outuput should converge to the
target value after steady-state is reached.
The test was performed on the average waiting time in
the common queue (the load/unload area). In order to use the53
approximation formula derived in the previous sections,a
special case model was considered:m=6,Ci=6,1=8,s=10,
X=1/20.By (4.5), we have when m=6,
?,6 0 + igs2(Is)6-'
2(6 1)!(6?,,/s)2[(Vs)n (Vs)6
n=0n!(6 1)!(6 X/s)
s(1+ /)M6
(4.8)
2 x 5!x (6 AV[± Mn+ M6
=0 n!5!x (6 M)
where M=XIs. Let X=1/20, 1=8, s=10, then M=4. From (4.8) we
have, Wq = 6.4071, which is used as the target value, go,in
the t-test.
By using the simulation model developed in this study,
100testrunsweremadeandthesampledata,xi,was
collectedaftersteadystate.Asampleoutputofa
simulation run is given in Figure 4.3. The average waiting
time in the queue(the load/unload area)is given in the
first entry under the AVERAGE WAIT TIME column,which is
5.537.
Let xl,x2, x, be an observated random sample from
N(g,a2),where a2 is unknown. To test that the sample mean
of the average waiting times,xi's,is not significantly
different from the target value go, the following t test is
carried out. The null hypothesis to be tested is,
Ho: µ =110
HA: 1.1#11054
SLAMIISUMMARY REPORT
SIMULATION PROJECT VALIDATION MODEL BY ZHONGKAI XU
DATE9/13/1995 RUN NUMBER 1 OF 100
CURRENT TIME .5000E+05
STATISTICAL ARRAYS CLEARED AT TIME .1000E+05
**STATISTICS FOR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVATION**
MEAN STANDARDCOEFF. OFMINIMUMMAXIMUMNO.OF
VALUEDEVIATION VARIATIONVALUE VALUE OBS
TIME IN SYSTEM .854E+02.313E+02.366E+00.162E+02.226E+031939
JOB TARDINESS .108E+02.587E+01.546E+00.201E+01.183E+02 8
FILE
NUMBER
**FILE STATISTICS**
AVERAGE
LABEL/TYPE LENGTH
STANDARD
DEVIATION
MAXIMUM
LENGTH
CURRENT AVERAGE
LENGTHWAIT TIME
1 .269 .807 8 2 5.537
2 .000 .000 0 0 .000
3 .000 .017 1 0 .179
4 .000 .000 0 0 .000
5 .000 .000 0 0 .000
6 .000 .000 0 0 .000
7 .000 .000 0 0 .000
8 .000 .000 0 0 .000
9 .000 .000 0 0 .000
10 .000 .000 0 0 .000
11 .000 .000 0 0 .000
12 CALENDAR 4.901 1.680 8 7 7.776
Figure 4.3A Sample Output of a Simulation Run55
The test statistic (Winer, 1962) is based on the Student's t
with the standard deviation,S,estimated from the sample
data
X- [to
to =
S /
where n = 100 is the sample size and X is the sample mean.
We do not reject Ho if to <
It1-a/2(n-1)I With a = 0.05 and
n=100,t_i_a/2(n_i) =1.987. Based on the simulation output, we
have X= 6.7303, S = 1.7101, hence
6.73036.4071
to = A-,1.8899
1.7101 / alfd
Sinceto<It1-a/2(n-i) thereisnotenough evidenceto
reject Ho with confidence level a = 0.05. Based on the same
test statistic, the p-value of the test is 0.035478, which
is the smallest size a at which Ho can be rejected based on
the observed value of the test statistic. This implies that
thesimulationmodelcanbeusedwithahighdegree
confidenceinaseries ofexperiments initiated to draw
conclusions about the conceptual job shop model developed in
this study.56
CHAPTER 5
SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
The design of the simulation experiments followed the
methodology outlined in Chapter 3.The general framework
developed by Hug(Hug,1994)was applied throughout this
researchforevaluatingcontrolrulesbasedontheir
performance measures. The objective was to investigate the
behavior of the multi-server (multiple machining centers),
multi-tool system when in equilibrium conditions. For the
simulation experiments, simulation programs were developed
using the general purpose simulation language, SLAMSYSTEM,a
productofPritskerCorporationintroducedin1988
(Pritsker,1993).Fortrancodeswerealsobuiltasan
interface within the SLAMSYSTEM models.
5.1Experimental Purpose
The purpose of the simulation experiments was to study
the effects ofjob dispatching rules and tool selection
strategiesonthejobshopperformancemeasures.The
experimental study was pursued in two phases. In the first
phase,emphasiswasplacedonthedevelopmentofa
generalized simulation model and identification of the most
influentialsimplerule(s)and/ortheirinteraction(s)
affectingjobshopperformancemeasures.Basedonthe
results of the first phase, the second phase consisted of
the construction of bi-criterion rules and determining the57
"best"strategiesusedforbottlenecksunderdifferent
operatingconditions. Thus,thisresearchnotonly
considered the effect that selected scheduling rules have on
the performance measures of the job shop,but also their
effectontherobustnessofthesystem under variable
operating conditions.
5.2Experimental Conditions
The basic experimental conditions were the same for
bothphasesasdescribedinChapter 3. However,
additionally, the following expermental conditions were used
in the second phase:
(1) Operation time distributions. Three operation time
distributions, instead of one, were considered as
a variable operating condition.
(2) Job arrival rate changes. Three different job
arrival rates were used for the three tool
duplication levels.
(3) Due dates. Unlike Phase I, job due dates in Phase
II were redefined and not dependent on the job
processing times.
Summariesofthe parameter valuesforthecomputer
simulation models for Phases I and II are given in Chapters
6 and 7, respectively.58
5.3Variance Reduction
Three methods were employed in this experimental study
to reduce the variation in the simulation outputs. They are:
identification of the transient period,use of different
seed values within the simulation, and use of common random
numbers across the comparison study.
The first of these was the identification of transient
period(warm-upperiod)bydelayingthecollectionof
statistics until after the transient period. Since the
behavior of the simulation model does not represent the
transient behavior of the system, the data observed during
this period should bediscarded to reduceany biasin
estimating the steady-state mean resulting from the initial
conditions.In order to estimate the transient period,a
numberofpreliminarypilotruns(withdifferentseed
numbers for each run) were made and their final statistics
were compared at various "ages" to select a truncation point
as the time at which the response "appears" to have reached
steady state.After extensive pilot runs,an appropriate
truncation point was selected for this simulation study. As
pointed out by Law and Kelton (Law and Kelton, 1982), a true
steady state can never be proven and the selection of the
truncation pointseemsratherarbitrary,butifitis
sufficiently large,then it is reasonable to believe that
theerror,which was made by considering the system in
equilibrium (number of jobs in the shop reaches a steady
state) after the truncation point,is negligible. By doing
so, the quality of the estimate of the mean is improved at59
thepossibleexpenseofincreasedvariabilityinthe
simulation outputs.
The second method of variance reduction used in this
study was the use of different seed values for the random
numberstreamsassociated witheachofthestochastic
variables in the simulation, such as job arrivals and job
processingtimes.Acrossthecomparisonsofdifferent
selected factors, common random numbers were also used to
eliminate the effects of the experimental conditionson the
system performance as a whole.
5.4Statistical Tests
As mentioned earlier, a hierarchical two-phase approach
was usedinthisresearch.Thefirst phase essentially
severedasascreeningexperimentfrom whichtheless
importantcombinationsofthedecision variablesand/or
treatment group were screened; the most influential rules in
Phase I were used together with other bi-criteria rules in
the second phase to obtain tight estimates for the system
performance measures in the main experiments.
Inbothphases,theresultsfromthesimulation
observationswereanalyzedusinganalysisofvariance
(ANOVA) to identify significant performance variationsamong
thefactorsunderconsideration.TheLeastSignificant
Difference(LSD) multiple comparison procedurewas used to
selectthebestrulesandtodeterminetherelative
efficiency of a rule.Since these tests require that the
distribution of the simulation output be normal, Kolmogorov-60
Smirnov goodness of fit test(Hollander and Wolfe, 1973) was
appliedtoverifythenormalityassumptionbeforethe
conclusions from the tests were adopted. In the cases that
the normality assumption of the simulation output was not
met,appropriatedatatransformationoftheoriginal
observations were used and/or a non-parametric test,the
Friedman Two-Way Test,was applied(Owen,1962; Hollander
andWolfe, 1973).TheFriedmanTwo-WayTestisa
nonparametric alternativeto the Multifactor Analysisof
Variance procedure. For this procedure, the data do not need
to be normally distributed. It was used as a back-up test to
double check the results of each hypothesis test with non-
normality data in addition to the ANOVA test.
However, according to Barker and Barker (1983),there
is no compelling reason to be overly concerned about the
assumption of normality of multivariate distribution. Their
analysesshowedthatdepartures fromnormalityof
distribution wasfound to exertlittle effect on theF
distribution in ANOVA tests(Barker and Barker,1984). Not
surprisingly, the results of the Friedman Two-Way tests were
consistent with those of the ANOVA tests in this study. The
results are presented in the following sections.
5.5Simulation Outputs and Results
A sample simulation output is presented in Figure 5.1.
The SLAM II Summary Report displays the statistical results
for one of the simulation runs of the combination of job61
SLAM II SUMMARY REPORT
SIMULATION PROJECT JSS 112 BY ZHONGKAI XU
DATE 8/13/1995 RUN NUMBER1 OF5
CURRENT TIME.5000E+05
STATISTICAL ARRAYS CLEARED AT TIME .1000E+05
**STATISTICS FOR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVATION**
MEAN
VALUE
STANDARD
DEVIATION
COEFF. OF MINIMUM
VARIATION VALUE
MAXIMUM
VALUE
NO.OF
OBS
TIME IN SYSTEM.130E+03.734E+02 .563E+00 .740E+01 .428E+03 1638
JOB TARDINESS.492E+02.474E+02 .962E+00 .664E-01 .217E+03 598
DEAD JOBS NO VALUES RECORDED
*STATISTICS FOR TIME-PERSISTENT VARIABLES**
MEANSTANDARD MINIMUM MAXIMUM TIME
CURRENT
VALUEDEVIATION VALUE VALUE INTERVAL VALUE
MACH 1 BUSY TIME .712 .453 .00 1.00 40000.000 1.00
MACH 2 BUSY TIME .717 .450 .00 1.00 40000.000 1.00
MACH 3 BUSY TIME .705 .456 .00 1.00 40000.000 1.00
MACH 4 BUSY TIME .714 .452 .00 1.00 40000.000 .00
MACH 5 BUSY TIME .717 .450 .00 1.00 40000.000 1.00
MACH 6 BUSY TIME .716 .451 .00 1.00 40000.000 .00
MACHINE 1 UTIL .566 .496 .00 1.00 40000.000 1.00
MACHINE 2 UTIL . 559 .497 .00 1.00 40000.000 1.00
MACHINE 3 UTIL .543 .498 .00 1.00 40000.000 1.00
MACHINE 4 UTIL .550 .498 .00 1.00 40000.000 .00
MACHINE 5 UTIL .554 .497 .00 1.00 40000.000 1.00
MACHINE 6 UTIL .570 .495 .00 1.00 40000.000 .00
TOOL 1 UTIL .415 .605 .00 2.00 40000.000 .00
TOOL 2 UTIL .440 .622 .00 2.00 40000.000 1.00
TOOL 3 UTIL .409 .597 .00 2.00 40000.000 .00
TOOL 4 UTIL .395 .592 .00 2.00 40000.000 .00
TOOL 5 UTIL .412 .602 .00 2.00 40000.000 1.00
TOOL 6 UTIL .431 .618 .00 2.00 40000.000 1.00
TOOL 7 UTIL .420 .611 .00 2.00 40000.000 .00
TOOL 8 UTIL .420 .608 .00 2.00 40000.000 1.00
TOOL 1 MOVE TIME .050 .217 .00 1.00 40000.000 .00
TOOL 2 MOVE TIME .053 .224 .00 1.00 40000.000 .00
TOOL 3 MOVE TIME .047 .213 .00 1.00 40000.000 .00
TOOL 4 MOVE TIME .048 .215 .00 1.00 40000.000 .00
TOOL 5 MOVE TIME .051 .221 .00 1.00 40000.000 .00
TOOL 6 MOVE TIME .051 .221 .00 1.00 40000.000 .00
TOOL 7 MOVE TIME .051 .220 .00 1.00 40000.000 .00
TOOL 8 MOVE TIME .050 .218 .00 1.00 40000.000 .00
TOOL 1 REPAIR .051 .223 .00 2.00 40000.000 .00
TOOL 2 REPAIR .063 .256 .00 2.00 40000.000 .00
TOOL 3 REPAIR .065 .251 .00 2.00 40000.000 .00
TOOL 4 REPAIR .064 .254 .00 2.00 40000.000 .00
TOOL 5 REPAIR .057 .236 .00 2.00 40000.000 .00
TOOL 6 REPAIR .065 .258 .00 2.00 40000.000 .00
TOOL 7 REPAIR .057 .237 .00 2.00 40000.000 .00
TOOL 8 REPAIR .058 .241 .00 2.00 40000.000 .00
AGV UTIL .403 .490 .00 1.00 40000.000 .00
TRNSPTER UTIL .412 .492 .00 1.00 40000.000 1.00
Figure 5.1 A Sample SLAM II Summary Report62
**FILE STATISTICS**
FILE
NUMBERLABEL/TYPE
AVERAGE STANDARD
LENGTH DEVIATION
MAXIMUM
LENGTH
CURRENT
LENGTH
AVERAGE
WAIT TIME
1 1.046 1.912 13 0 40.204
2 .186 .499 4 0 3.387
3 .047 .226 3 0 3.155
4 .027 .197 3 0 14.083
5 .029 .193 2 0 13.733
6 .027 .190 3 0 15.977
7 .038 .230 3 0 19.920
8 .034 .218 3 0 15.439
9 .039 .228 3 0 16.424
10 .033 .207 3 0 14.793
11 .030 .208 4 0 15.369
12 CALENDAR6.634 1.767 12 6 12.705
1 **HISTOGRAM NUMBER I**
TIME IN SYSTEM
OBS RELA UPPER
FREQ FREQ CELL LIM 0 20 40 60 80 100
+ ++ ++++++++
0 .000 .000E+00 + +
205 .125 .500E+02 _pow** +
438 .267 .100E+03 + C +
425 .259 .150E+03 + C +
291 .178 .200E+03 + C +
164 .100 .250E+03 +***** C+
74 .045 .300E+03 +.0* C+
26 .016 .350E+03 +* C
12 .007 .400E+03 + C
3 .002 .450E+03 + C
0 .000 .500E+03 + C
0 .000 .550E+03 + C
0 .000 INF + C - +++++++++++
1638 0 20 40 60 80 100
**STATISTICS FOR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVATION**
MEANSTANDARD COEFF. OF MINIMUM MAXIMUM NO.OF
VALUE DEVIATION VARIATION VALUE VALUE OBS
TIME IN SYSTEM .130E+03 .734E+02 .563E+00 .740E+01 .428E+03 1638
I **HISTOGRAM NUMBER 2** JOB TARDINESS
OBS RELAUPPER
FREQFREQ CELL LIM 0 20 40 60 80 100
+ ++ ++++ ++ ++
0 .000 .000E+00 + +
379 .634 .500E+02 + +
133 .222 .100E+03 + C+
56 .094 .150E+03 4.***** C +
25 .042 .200E+03 +** C
5 .008 .250E+03 + C
0 .000 .300E+03 + C
0 .000 .350E+03 + C
0 .000 .400E+03 + C
0 .000 .450E+03 + C
0 .000 .500E+03 + C
0 .000 .550E+03 + C
0 .000 INF + C - + +++ ++++ ++
598 0 20 40 60 80 100
**STATISTICS FOR VARIABLES BASED ON OBSERVATION**
MEANSTANDARD COEFF. OF MINIMUM MAXIMUM NO.OF
VALUE.DEVIATION VARIATION VALUE VALUE OBS
JOB TARDINESS.492E+02 .474E+02 .962E+00 .664E-01 .217E+03 598
Figure 5.1(Continued)63
scheduling Rule 1(the FIFO rule), tool selection policy 1
(the FCFS rule), and tool duplication level 2(two copies) .
Such summary reports are automatically printed at the end of
each simulation run.
The report consists of the statistical results for the
simulation categorized by type:statisticsfor variables
basedondiscreteobservationsandstatisticsfortime
persistent variables.Thisisfollowed by statisticson
files which provides queue information for the jobs waiting
in queue and the request queues for tools, tool AGV, and the
jobtransporter.Inaddition,twofrequencyhistograms
provide a graphical picture for the time in system and the
job tardiness.For convenience,the relationships between
the performance measures used in this study and the output
statistics provided by the report are given in Table 5.1,
and the time persistent variables are defined in Table 5.2.
Throughout this simulation study,the simulation run
length was 50,000 minutes with the truncation point for the
warm-up period set at 10,000 minutes(determined by pilot
runs)as indicated on the top of the simulation summary
report. As can be seen from the sample simulation output,
the observation values of the performance measures for time
in system, throughput, job tardiness, number of tardy jobs,
and percentage of jobs tardy are 130 minutes,1638,49.2
minutes, 598, and 0.365 (=598/1638), respectively. Dead jobs
were defined as the jobs with the waiting time in the shop
over 20,000 minutes. For this simulation run, no dead job is
found. The statistics for the time-persistent variables and64
Table 5.1Relationship of Performance Measures
and the Simulation Output Statistics
Performance Measures Simulation Output Statistics
Time in System Mean Value of TIME IN SYSTEM
Throughput NO. OF OBS for TIME IN SYSTEM
Job Tardiness Mean Value of JOB TARDINESS
Number of Tardy Jobs NO. OF OBS for JOB TARDINESS
Percentage of Job TardyNumber of Tardy Jobs/Throughput
Dead Jobs NO. OF OBS for DEAD JOBS65
Table 5.2 Definitions of Time-Persistent Variables
Time-Persistent
Variables Definition
MACH BUSY TIME the time a machine is occupied by
a job,including the tool waiting
time
MACH UTIL the time a machine is working
TOOL UTIL the time a tool is working
TOOL MOVE TIME the tool-move time of a tool
TOOL REPAIR the tool repair time
AGV UTIL the time the AGV is being used
TRNSPTER UTIL the time the job transportor is
being used
FILE NUMBER 1 the common job waiting queue (the
load/unload area)
FILE NUMBER 2 the requestqueuefor thetool
AGV
FILE NUMBER 3 therequestqueueforthejob
transporter
FILE NUMBER 4 the request queue for tool 1
FILE NUMBER 5 the request queue for tool 2
FILE NUMBER 6 the request queue for tool 3
FILE NUMBER 7 the request queue for tool 4
FILE NUMBER 8 the request queue for tool 5
FILE NUMBER 9 the request queue for tool 6
FILE NUMBER 10 the request queue for tool 7
FILE NUMBER 11 the request queue for tool 866
the statistics on files(queues) are self-explanatory. The
detailed analysis on the simulation results for both Phases
are given in the next two chapters.CHAPTER 6
PHASE I STUDY
6.1 Factorial Design
67
In Phase I, emphasis was placed on the development of a
generalized simulation model and identification of the most
influential simple rule(s)and/or interaction(s)affecting
systemperformancemeasures.Basedontheassumptions
describedinChapter3,Table6.1givesasummaryof
parameter values for the computer simulation model used in
the first phase. This phase was iterative in nature.
A factorial design was used in this phase to evaluate
the effects of independent factors on performance measures
for the job shop computer simulation model developed.The
three factors considered in the first phase were job loading
rule, tool selection policy, and tool duplication. Based on
previous research results on the job loading rules(Baker,
1984;Dar-ElandWysk,1982;French,1982;Maxwelland
Miller,1967; Panwalkar and Iskander,1977),the following
processing-timeanddue-datebasedjobloadingandtool
selection rules were considered:
1. Job Loading Rules:
Four different scheduling rules were used:
(1) FIFO :First-In-First-Out
(2) SPT :Select the job with the shortest
processing time68
Table 6.1.Parameter Values for the Computer Simulation
Model (Phase I)
Parameter Values(Phase I)
Machines six identical machine with eight cells each
Tools eight different tools (operations)
load/unload time:
2 minutes
reindex time:
0.25 minutes
tool life:
normal distribution NORM(120,10)
repair/replacement time:
exponential distribution, EXP(20)
ToolAGVone automatic guided vehicle for tool transport
velocity = 3.00 m/s
acceleration/deceleration = 3.00 m/s2
Job
Transport
Vehicle
one job (workpiece) transporter
velocity = 2.0 m/s
acceleration/deceleration = 2.00 m/s2
Jobs interarrival times:
exponential distribution,EXP(25)
number of operations:
min = 2,max = 6
by a random assignment
processing time (PT):
estimated PT = EXP(20)
actual PT = EXP(20) + NORM(0,0.3)
due date (DD):
DD = job arrival time + UNIFORM(1,3)*E(PTi)
loading time:
i
5 minutes
unloading time:
2 minutes69
(3) EDD :Select the job with the earliest due
date
(4) LO :Select the job with the least number of
operations
2. Tool Selection Policies:
(1) FCFS :First-Come-First-Serviced
(2) LRT :Least total Remaining Processing Time
(3) SPT :Shortest Processing Time for the tool
upon request
(4) EDD :Earliest Due Date
3. Tool Duplication Level:
(1) Single copy
(2) Two copies
(3) Three copies
The job scheduling rules are applied to jobs waiting in the
queue at the load/unload area; whereas the tool selection
policies are used for tool requests from various machining
centers.The duplication levels of a tool represents a total
number of copies of the tool available in the job shop. The
processing-time and due-date based priority strategies are
drivenbyprofitmaximizationandquickresponseina
competitive market and different operational characteristics
of jobs and tools. The SPT job scheduling rule, for example,
isto select the job with minimum operation time in the
facility (job shop); whereas the SPT tool selection policy is
to respond to the tool request with shortest processing time
for the tool under request.The former rule represents a
"global" version of SPT,and the latter only considers the
tool under request.TheEDD ruleconsidersjob priority
related to the remaining allowance (the time remaining from70
due date), which decreases with passage of time sincedue
date is fixed.
The priority rules for job schedulingare job-related
and are applied mainly for machine selection; whereas the
priority rules for tool selection are operation-centered in
which each operation is considered an independent decision
point. Any operation can be scheduled atany time, if deemed
appropriate by the operation sequence. Although it needsto
simultaneously schedule the same operation of other job(s)
competingforthesametool,thereisno obligation to
simultaneouslyscheduleotheroperationsupstreamor
downstream (previous and next operations) for thesame job.
In practice,asdemonstrated by the experimentalstudies
presented in this study, it is generally possible to maintain
the average complexity of the schedulingprocess at a very
low level while producing quality schedules.
Thedesign aboveresultedinatotalof48design
levels(4loading rules,4 tool selection policies,and 3
toolduplicationlevels).Asmuchoftheexperimental
simulation work done in the area of dynamic job shop,the
following performance measures were evaluated in this study:
1. Time In System
2. Job Tardiness
3. Percentage of Late Jobs
4. Throughput
5. Machine and Tool Utilizations
To measure the statistical differences in the system
performances, five independent replications for each design
level were made.Thus with 48total design levels,this
resulted in a total of 240 simulationruns.A SLAMSYSTEM71
model served as the simulation tool(Pritsker Corporation,
1993).The results from the simulation observationswere
analyzed usinganalysisofvariance(ANOVA)toidentify
significant performance variations among the factors under
consideration. The statistical package used to do the ANOVA
comparisonswasStatgraphicsbyStatisticalGraphics
Corporation (Manugistics, 1994).
Before the conclusions from the analysis of variance
wereadopted,theadequacy ofthe underlying model were
checked by residual analysis. The two basic statistical
assumptionsofANOVAare:normality ofdistributionand
homogeneity of variance of the sources from which theerror
term is derived. The adequacy of assumptions underlying ANOVA
comparisons were checked by a histogram and goodness of fit
test.Inaddition,appropriatetransformationsofthe
originalobservationswerealsousedwithsomeofthe
performance measures (for example, throughput) to satisfy the
normality and constant variance assumptions of analysis of
variance. Further statistical analysis were then conductedon
the transformed data.It was also found that on some of the
hypothesisteststhedistributionswerenotnormal.
Therefore, thenon-parametricFridemantwo-waytest
(Hollander and Wolfe, 1973; and Owen, 1962)was also used as
a backup to check the findings that resulted from the ANOVA
tests.
In the ANOVA procedure, the significance of interaction
effects among the three factors were first checked by the F-
test. Only if interactions were not significantwere the main
effects of the independent factors evaluated.Further,the
relative performance ofthe rules were analyzed by using72
multiple comparisons methods, such as the least significant
difference(LSD)method(Ott,1977).The objective of the
multiple comparisons method is to evaluate the differences in
population meansafterthehypothesisofequivalenceof
population meansisrejected. Forthe purposeofthis
research, all tests were performed at a 9596 confidence level.
In addition, a series of experiments and analyses were
conductedtodeterminehowjobloadingrulesandtool
selection policiesaffecttheperformance measures under
manufacturingenvironmentsinvolvingtoolsharing,tool
wearout, and tool duplication changes.Bottleneck conditions
were also identified and interactions among the different
rules were analyzed.
6.2. Simulation Results and Analysis - Phase I
As described earlier, the original experimental design
used in PhaseIstudy resulted in a total of 48 design
levels(4 job scheduling rules,4 tool selection policies,
and3toolduplicationlevels).Withfiveindependent
replicationsforeachdesignlevel, atotalof240
simulation runs (observations) were made for Phase I study.
Theresultsfromthesimulationobservationswerethen
analyzed using analysisof variance(ANOVA)toidentify
significant performance variation among the factors under
consideration. Before the conclusions from the ANOVA tests
were accepted the adequacy ofthe underlying model were
checked by residual analysis. If the adequacy of assumptions
underlying ANOVA comparison were not met,an appropriate73
data transformation and/or a non-parametric test were made
for further statistical analysis.
In the ANOVA procedure, the significance of interaction
effects among the main factors was first checked by the F-
test provided that the adequacy of assumptions underlying
theANOVAwerevalid.Onlyifinteractionswerenot
significant were the main effects of the independent factors
evaluated. Further, the LSD method was used to analyze the
relative performance for each main influential factor.
When interaction issignificant,comparisons between
the means of one factor (e.g., Job Scheduling Rule) may be
obscured by its interaction with other factors(e.g., Tool
Duplication Level). In this case, the tool duplication was
fixed at a specific level and further analyses would be made
under the more detailed experimental design
settings/scenariossuchasdifferenttoolduplication
levels. Since there exist interactions between main factors
as shown in Table 6.2, further analyses were made under the
three different settings for the tool duplication levels:
singlecopy,twocopies,andthreecopies.Table6.2
displays the ANOVA test results for different scenarios. For
easeofexplanation,thefollowing notationisusedin
tables and figures in this section:
JSRule: Job Scheduling Rules
ToolRule: Tool selection Rules
ToolCopy: Tool Copies
Design level 213 means level 2 for JSRule (SPT), level
1 for ToolRule (FCFS), and level 3 for Tool Copy (3 copies).
Keep in mind that only if interactions were not significant
were the main effects of the independent factors evaluated.74
Based on the results shown in Tables 6.2 and 6.3, a summary
of results and discussion follows:
Throughput: The ANOVA results show that tool duplication
level has a significant affect on throughput performance and
does have interaction with job scheduling rule. In order to
determine which ones differ significantly from others,a
comparison over all means by the Fisher's LSD test on all
pairwisecombinationsofthethreeindependentfactors
showed that the mean throughput at one copy for each tool
was significantly smaller than those at two and three copies
foreachtool.Thisistobeexpectedsincehigher
throughput rate can only be achieved by faster service rate
(more tools available) provided that the job arrival rate is
fixed. This result also holds for other three performance
measures. Note that in this analysis,differences between
means include interaction effects, as well as main effects.
Also,since the normality assumption was not met for this
scenario, Friedman non-parametric test was used to check the
ANOVAresults.Notsurprisingly,bothresultswere
consistent.
Since there exists interaction between tool duplication
level and job scheduling rule,further analyses were made
under three different tool duplication scenarios:single
copy, two copies, and three copies. With one copy for each
tool, both job scheduling rule and tool selection rule have
significant effect on the throughput performance with no
interaction between the two main factors. Table 6.3 shows75
Table 6.2The ANOVA Test Results (Phase I)
Scenario
Factor
Performance Measures
I
Through
-put
Time in
System
Job
Tardi-
ness
Tardy
Jobs
(%)
All Job Rule(A) ** ** ** **
Tool Rule(B) * *
Tool Copy(C)** ** ** **
Interact? AC AC,BC AC AC
Normality? N N Y N
Single
Copy
Job Rule ** ** ** **
Tool Rule ** **
Interact? N N N Y
Normality? Y Y Y Y
Two
Copies
Job Rule ** ** **
Tool Rule
Interact? N N N N
Normality? N Y Y Y
Three
Copies
Job Rule ** **
Tool Rule
Interact? N N N N
Normality? N Y Y Y
*denote a statistically significant difference at 95% level.
**denote a statistically significant difference at 99%
level.76
Table 6.3Results From LSD Methods (Phase I)
ScenarioFactor
Performance Measures
Through-
put
Time
In
System
Job
Tardi-
ness
Tardy
Job
(96)
Single
Copy
(Job Rule)
FIFO 3*** 3*** 3*** 3***
SPT 1* 1* 1* 2**
EDD 4*** 4*** 4*** 4***
LO 2** 2** 2** 1*
Single
Copy
(Tool Rule)
FCFS 4** 3**
LRT 2** 1*
SPT 1* 2**
EDD 3** 4***
Two
Copies
(Job Rule)
FIFO 4** 4*** 4***
SPT 1* 2** 1*
EDD 3* 1* 3**
LO 2* 3** 2*
Three
Copies
(Job Rule)
FIFO 4*** 4***
SPT 2** 1*
EDD 1* 2*
LO 3*** 3**
Note:1 = the best, 2 = second best,
3 = the third best, 4 = the worst
*first homogeneous group
**second homogeneous group
*** third homogeneous group77
the results from Fisher's LSD method on all the scenarios.
Asindicated in Table6.3,the SPT job scheduling rule
performed best among the four rules used, while the FIFO and
the EDD rules were the worst. For tool selection rule, the
SPT rule performed better than other three rules.
With higher tool duplication levels(two copies and
three copies), the results were not significantly different
from the single tool scenario. Again, Friedman test was used
to confirm this result since the normality was in question.
Time In System : The statistical results for the time in
systemperformancemeasureweredifferentfromother
performance measures. As can be seen from Table 6.2, both
jobschedulingruleandtoolselectionrulehavea
significant affect on time in system and both also interact
with tool duplication level. Due to the interaction andnon-
normaldistribution,furtherstudiesweremadeunder
different tool duplication levels.Table6.2showsthat
under the more detailed settings job scheduling rule played
a significant role in determining the time in system, but
tool selection rule did not. No interaction of significance
existsbetweenthetwofactors.Table6.3showsthe
variationoftimeinsystemasafunctionoftool
duplication levels for the four job scheduling rules.At
the tool duplication level of one copy, the SPT scheduling
rule is the best whereas the FIFO rule and the EDD ruleare
the worst. However, the differences among the rules of SPT,
LO,and EDD are obscured at the tool duplication level of
two copies, and there is no significant difference in job
scheduling rules atthetool duplication levelofthree78
copies. For the job scheduling rules with singletool copy,
Fisher's test grouped means in threegroups as shown in
Table 6.3, with the SPT rule in the bestgroup, the LO rule
in the second homogeneousgroup, and the FIFO rule and the
EDD in another. As expected,higher tool duplication levels
resulted in smaller time in system.
Job Tardiness: Theresultsforjobtardinessare
similar to those for time in system. TheANOVA result for
the job tardiness performance measureover all scenarios is
based on the data after an appropriate datatransformation
(logarithm).Again,asshowninTable6.2,theonly
interaction of significance is between the jobscheduling
rules and the tool duplication levels. Figure6.1 shows the
variation in job tardiness asa function of tool duplication
levelsforthefourjobschedulingrules.Highertool
duplication levels resulted in smaller job tardiness,and at
the higher tool duplication levels the main effectof the
job scheduling rules was obscured. At the toolduplication
level of one copy, the SPT scheduling ruleresulted in the
smallest job tardiness and the FIFO rule andthe EDD rule
produced worse results than other job schedulingrules.
However, at the higher tool duplication levels, theEDD rule
was the best one and the FIFO rule was the worst.Not
surprisingly,this result is consistent with results from
previous research reported in the literaturewhen a job-
movement policy was employed.8.5
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Proportion of Job Tardy: Thetrendofresultsfor
proportionoflatejobsislittledifferentfromjob
tardiness and time in system. At the significant level of
0.05, Table 6.2 showed that the two-way interaction between
the job scheduling rules and the tool selection policieswas
significant at the lowest tool duplication level (one copy)
andnointeractionwaspresentedatthehighertool
duplicationlevels.Figure6.2showsthevariationin
percent tardy jobs as a function of tool selection policies
for the four job scheduling rules.In addition,both job
scheduling rule and tool selection policy havea significant
affect on the proportion of job tardy.
From the Fisher's test results in Table 6.3,at the
tool duplication level of one copy, the LRT tool selection
rule played bestamong thefour rules used in PhaseI
whereas the EDD rule was the worst,and no significant
effectwaspresentedatthehigherlevels.Forjob
scheduling rules, the performancesvary with different tool
duplication levels. At all scenarios, the SPT rule showeda
superior performance whereas the FIFO rule performed the
worst. The EDD rule and the LO rule, however, had opposite
trendofperformances.Highertoolduplicationlevels
resulted in improved performances with the EDD rule,but
deteriorating performance with the LO rule. It implies that
there was interaction between the job scheduling rules and
the tool duplication levels.
Tool and Machine Utilizations: Tool and machine
utilizations are a function of tool duplication level.As1.05
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expected for this multiple-machine, multiple-tool situation,
higher toolduplication levelsresultin higher machine
utilization and lower tool utilization, but with lower tool
waiting time. Figure 6.3 show the results of the machine
utilizationsatthedifferenttoolduplicationlevels.
Machine busy time includes both machine actual working time
and tool-waiting time. At the tool duplication level of one
copy, machines were busy almost all the time(about 97%),
more than half of which is tool-waiting time due to tool
unavailability.Atthehighertoolduplicationlevels,
machine utilizations are increased by about 7%,while the
tool-waiting timeisdecreased by about35%.The overall
effect on machine busy time is a reduction by about 30%!
There is no significant difference for machine utilization
at the higher tool duplication levels except that machine
busy time and tool-waiting time at tool duplication of three
copies were about 8% less than those at tool duplication of
twocopies.Formachineutilization,nosignificant
differencewaspresentamongthedesignlevelsofjob
scheduling rule and tool selection policies at the same tool
duplication level.
Figures 6.4,6.5 and 6.6 show the tool waiting time,
machine and tool utilizations at different tool duplication
levels,respectively.Higher thetool duplication levels
resultinhighermachineutilizationsandlowertool
utilizations and tool waiting times. At the tool duplication
levels of two and three copies, the results were almost the
same. It should be pointed out that in Figures 6.4-6.6 the0.4
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SPT tool selection rule was consistently superior to the
other three rules, and the job scheduling rules do not have
significant effect on the performance measures of tool and
machine utilization and tool waiting time.88
CHAPTER 7
PHASE II STUDY
7.1 Derivation of Composite Priority Rules
Byobservingthestochasticschedulingdecision
behavior on the simulated system's operation under the rules
selected in PhaseI,the relationships between different
scheduling rules and operations were investigated. Composite
priority rules were derived based on a heuristic reasoning
schema and the best aspects of each ofthesimpletool
selection policies and loading rules.
In phaseI,the job shop system was tested for all
combinationsofthethreeindependentfactors.Fromthe
results presented in Chapter 6,the tool duplication level
had a significant affect on all system performance measures.
This is because at higher tool duplication levels, the main
effects of other two independent factors may be obscured due
to lower job load level of the job shop since more tools were
available.The high tool duplication levels improved some of
theperformancemeasures,suchastimeinsystemand
throughput, but at the same time resulted in lower machine
utilization and tool utilization. Determining an optimal tool
duplicationlevelrequiresatradeoffamongconflicting
objectives in terms of costs.
As was shown in Phase I study, at the tool duplication
level of one copy the bottleneck was the availability of
tools. Note that in this study,a job remains in a machine
untilitcompletesallofitsoperationsandisthen89
explicitly removed by thejob transporter.A machineis
considered available only after the current job completes
processing and has been physically unloaded from the machine;
hence, the term "tool waiting time" is used.At the single
copy level, all machines were busy most of the time; half of
this time was in the tool waiting state.With higher tool
duplication levels,the tool waiting time was negligible
while the machine utilizations were almost the sameas those
atthesingle copy level although thetool utilizations
decreased.
Although the extensive experimental design in PhaseI
evaluated system status in various operating conditions with
three independent factors, the job scheduling rules and the
tool selection policies were of primary interest for system
performancecomparisoninthisstudy.FromthePhase I
resultsitis recognized thatat higher tool duplication
levels, the main effects of the job scheduling rules and tool
section strategies are not significant.It was also found
that there were interactions between tool dupliction levels
and job scheduling rules, as well as between job scheduling
rulesandtoolselectionpolicies.Toinvestigatethe
relationships and interactions between job scheduling rules
and tool selection policies at the same operating conditions,
one of the ways in which this can be accomplished is through
a further comparative study in which shop load level(the
tool duplication level)is considered as one of the various
systemoperatingconditionsunderstudy,insteadofan
independent factor.By doing this,the errors are reduced
whichaccountfordifferencesamongobservationsamong
different tool duplication levels and its interactions with90
job scheduling rules and tool selection strategies. Thus, in
Phase II study, the tool duplication level was considered as
oneoftheoperating conditions:shoploadlevel,which
represents the utilization of the facility.
One consistent result across Phase I study was that the
job scheduling rules played a very important role for almost
all system performance measures and the differences among the
job scheduling rules were much more pronounced than other
factors. This may be partly due to the higher variance with
exponentialservicetimes(jobprocessingtimes),asis
generally assumed and used in most of prior research (Baker,
1984; and Russell, Dar-El and Taylor, 1987). In a number of
reallifesituationsjob arrival pattern can usually be
modeled as Poisson arrivals, that is,interarrival time is
continuous and follows an exponential distribution(Baker,
1984; Dar-El and Wysk,1982; Panwalker and Iskander,1977;
Russell, Dar-El and Taylor,1987).But service times vary
and may notnecessarily beexponential. Based on this
observationandconcern,twomoredistributionswere
considered in Phase II study: normal distribution and uniform
distribution.The service time pattern was one of the two
operating conditions considered in Phase II study.The mean
service time was determined from the load level and the job
arrival rate.
Based on the simulation results and the ANOVA analysis
in the first phase, the most effective job loading rules and
tool selection policies were selected for further evaluation
and comparisons. The two best job scheduling rules in Phase I
study were the SPT and LO rules,and the two best tool
selection policies were the LRT and SPT rules.In general,91
the SPT and LO rules have been found to perform best under
heavy load conditionsintheshop(onetoolduplication
copy). Even with the job tardiness performance, the SPT rule
resulted in smaller job tardiness than the due date based
rule, EDD, which can be explained by the fact that job due
date in Phase I study was defined as a function of the job
processing time. As a result, the job due date in the second
phase study was re-defined and were made independent of the
job processing time. Under light load conditions (three tool
copies), the due-date based rule (EDD) gave good results for
the performance measures of mean tardiness and proportion of
tardy jobs, but the performance of the EDD rule deteriorated
under high load levels.
It was found from the simulation study that the SPT and
LO job scheduling rules may result in having some jobs with
long processing times and/or many operations finishing very
tardy or being dead jobs (never being processed). This case
is not true for the FIFO and EDD rules. This strength of the
EDD rule was therefore utilized by combining it with other
approaches in Phase II study, although the EDD rule did not
show good performance by itself under tigh load conditions in
PhaseIstudy.In addition,it was also observed that the
rules used in Phase I may speed up a job now that could later
bestopped ina machine,waiting foratoolfrom other
machine.In order to reduce the waiting time ofjobs on
machines (tool waiting time), a look-ahead rule was proposed
in Phase II to select the job with the least total work in
the tool request queue of its first operation.The rule,
called LWTQ (Lowest Work-content Tool Queue), makes use of92
shopfloor information about the tool of next operation ofa
job aiming at the minimization of mean tool waiting time.
The observations from the first phase study have been
used as the guiding principles for the development of the bi-
criterion rules used in the second phase.The SPT and LO
rules were chosen again because they were found to perform
the best in Phase Istudy. Same strategy was also used for
tool selection policies chosen for Phase II study. A further
series of experiments were conducted in order to clarify the
performancebythebi-criterionrules.Tothisend,a
comparative study was carried out as follows:
Job Scheduling Rules:
1) SPT
2) LO
3) EDD-SPT :jobs are divided into two classes,
preferential and regular. The preferential
class includes overdue jobs only, and rest of
the jobs are placed in the regular class.
The preferential class has a higher priority
than the regular class. The job orders within
the preferential and regular classesare by
the EDD and SPT rules, respectively.
4) LO-SPT :jobs are divided into many classes by
the LO rule and within each class the jobs
are ordered based on the SPT rule.
5) LWTQ-EDD-SPT: jobs are divided intomany
classes by the LWTQ rule and within each
class the jobs are ordered basedon the
EDD-SPT rule.93
Tool Selection Policies:
1) LRT
2) EDD-SPT: same as the EDD-SPT rule for job
scheduling except that the SPT rule is
applied to the processing time of the
specific operation in question, instead of
the total processing time of the job as
used in the job scheduling rule.
3) EDD-LRT: same as the EDD-SPT rule except that
the LRT rule, not the SPT rule, is used
for the regular class.
The bi-criterion rules,EDD-SPT and EDD-LRT,are to
dividejobs/toolrequestsintotwopriorityclasses,
preferential and regular. For example with EDD-SPT, when the
next job/tool request in the queue in question is to be
chosen, the preferential job/tool request with the earliest
due date is selected.If there are no preferred jobs/tool
requests in this particular queue, then the regular job/tool
request with the shortest processing time is selected. The
motivation to do this was an attempt to reduce the variance
ofthe job lateness distribution without sacrificing the
benefits of the SPT rule. The same logic holds for other bi-
criterion rules. When a machine is available, the LWTQ rule
will generally check for the availability of tools in the
machine magazine and pick a job from the load/unloadarea
which can be processed immediately from the tools available
on the machine.
Themaincontrolfactorsforthesystemoperating
conditions were the service time and tool duplication level.
Three different service time distributionswere considered:94
exponential,normal,and uniform.Again,thethreetool
duplication levels used in the first phase were used in the
secondphase.Thisresultedinninedifferentsystem
operating conditions for the second phase. At each system
setting, a two-way factorial design was used to evaluate the
effects of independent factors on performance measures. To
measure thestatisticaldifferences inthesystem
performances, five independent replications for each design
level were again made. Thus, with nine test models generated
for each combination oftest parameter settingsand15
design levels,this resulted in a total of 675 simulation
runs.
Similar to the ANOVA procedure used in the first phase,
the simulation results from the second phase studywere
analyzedtodeterminetherelativeefficiencyofthe
composite priority rules and the simple rules with respect
to their performance on the job shop system as a whole.All
results and data analyses are presented in the next section.
Chapters8and9 provide more detailed discussion of the
results and research findings based on this study.
7.2 Simulation Results and Analysis- Phase II
Based on the experimental results and discussion in the
previous sections,some bi-criterion composite rules were
applied in Phase II study for more detailed investigation.
The two best rules obtained in Phase I studywere also used
in the second phase to compare their performances with the
bi-criterion rules under different shop settings.95
A summary ofthe parameter values for the computer
simulation model used in Phase II is given in Table 7.1. In
contrast to only one operating condition used in the first
phase,nine operating conditions were used in the second
phase study consisting of three tool duplication levels and
three different distributions ofjob processing time.To
summarize, these were:
1. Tool Duplication Levels:
(1) one copy
(2) two copies
(3) three copies, and
2. Job Processing Time Distributions:
(1) exponential
(2) normal
(3) uniform
Withtheninetestmodelsgeneratedforeach
combinationofthetestparametersettingsandfifteen
design levels of the main factors with five replicationruns
each, this resulted in a total of 675 simulationruns.
The experimental procedures used in Phase II followed
the same procedures as described in the previous sections of
thischapter.Foreaseofexplanation,thefollowing
notation similar to the one used in the previous section is
again used in tables and figures in this section:
JSRule: Job Scheduling Rules
ToolRule: Tool Selection Rules
ToolCopy: Tool Duplication
PTDist: Job Processing Time Distribution96
Table 7.1.Parameter Values for the Computer Simulation
Model (Phase II)
Parameter Values(Phase II)
Machinessix identical machine with eight cells each
Tools eight different tools (operations)
load/unload time:
2 minutes
reindex time:
0.25 minutes
tool life:
normal distribution NORM(120,10)
repair/replacement time:
exponential distribution, EXP(20)
ToolAGVone automatic guided vehicle for tool transport
velocity = 3.00 m/s
acceleration/deceleration = 3.00 m/s2
Job
Transport
Vehicle
one job (workpiece) transporter
velocity = 2.0 m/s
acceleration/deceleration = 2.00 m/s2
Jobs interarrival times:
exponential distributions,EXP(30),
EXP(20),EXP(15) for tool duplication
levels of one, two, three, respectively.
number of operations:
min = 2,max = 6
by a random assignment
processing time (PT):
estimated PT = EXP(20)
NORM(20,5)
UNFRM(10,30)
actual PT = estimated PT + NORM(0,0.3)
due date (DD):
DD = job arrival time + E(PTi)+NORM(80,10)
i
loading time:
5 minutes
unloading time:
2 minutes97
Design level 21 means level 2 for JSRule (LO), level 1
for ToolRule (EDD-SPT) under the specific shop setting of a
specificcombinationoftoolduplicationlevelandjob
processing time distribution. The results are summarized in
Tables 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4; a discussion follows:
Throughput: As can be seen from Table 7.2, one consistent
trend of the ANOVA results for Phase II is that none of the
interaction effects were significant and that tool selection
policies show no main effect of significance for all the
performance measures except that it has significant effect
on the propertion of tardy jobs under the shop setting with
single tool copy and uniform job processing time. Except for
the scenario of tool duplication level of three copies each,
no main factor effects were present for throughput.This
resultisconsistent with the results by prior reported
research when a job-movement policy was employed.
Withthreecopiesforeachtool,theEDD-SPTjob
scheduling rule is the best in terms of throughput whereas
the LWTQ and LO rules are the worst.Fisher's test also
grouped means in three homogeneous groups, with the EDD-SPT,
SPT, and LO-SPT rules in the same homogeneous group and the
LO rule and the LWTQ rule in the others. That is, there was
no significant difference between throughput mean values for
the EDD-SPT, SPT, and LO-SPT rules.98
Table 7.2The ANOVA Test Results (Phase II)
Scenario Factor
Performance Measures
Through
-put
Time
In
System
Job
Tardi-
ness
Tardy
Jobs
(o)
Single copy
exponential
Job Rule * ** **
Tool Rule
Single copy
normal
Job Rule *
Tool Rule
Single copy
uniform
Job Rule *
Tool Rule
Two copies
exponential
Job Rule * **
Tool Rule
Two copies
normal
Job Rule * **
Tool Rule
Two copies
uniform
Job Rule * **
Tool Rule
Three copies
exponential
Job Rule ** ** ** **
Tool Rule
Three copies
normal
Job Rule ** ** ** **
Tool Rule
Three copies
uniform
Job Rule ** ** ** **
Tool Rule
*denote a statistically significant difference at 950 level.
**denote a statistically significant difference at 95%,
level.99
Table 7.3Results From LSD Methods (Phase II)
Scenario
Job
Scheduling
Rules
Performance Measures
Through
-put
Time
In
System
Job
Tardi-
ness
Tardy
Jobs
(%)
Single
exp.
distribu-
tion
SPT 1* 3* 2*
LO 5** 5** 1*
EDD-SPT 3* 2* 5***
LO-SPT 2* 1* 4**
LWTQ-EDD-SPT 4* 4* 3*
Single
normal
distribu-
tion
SPT 1*
LO 2*
EDD-SPT 5**
LO-SPT 3*
LWTQ-EDD-SPT 4*
Single
uniform
distribu-
tion
SPT 2*
LO 1*
EDD-SPT 5**
LO-SPT 3*
LWTQ-EDD-SPT 4*
Two
exp.
distribu-
tion
SPT 2* 1*
LO 5** 3*
EDD-SPT 1* 5**
LO-SPT 3* 2*
LWTQ-EDD-SPT 4** 4*
Two
normal
distribu-
tion
SPT 3** 1*
LO 2** 3*
EDD-SPT 1* 5**
LO-SPT 4** 2*
LWTQ-EDD-SPT 5** 4*
Two
uniform
distribu-
tion
SPT 4** 2*
LO 2** 3*
EDD-SPT 1* 5**
LO-SPT 3** 1*
LWTQ-EDD-SPT 5** 4*
Note: 1 = the best, 2 = second best, 3 = the third best
4 = the second worst, 5 = the worst
* first homogeneous group
** second homogeneous group
***third homogeneous group
**** fourth homogeneous group100
Table 7.3 (Continued) Results From LSD Methods (Phase II)
Scenario
Job
Scheduling
Rules
Performance Measures
Through
-put
Time
In
System
Job
Tardi-
ness
Tardy
Jobs
(%)
Three
exp.
distribu-
tion
SPT 2* 1* 2** 2*
LO 4** 5*** 3** 3**
EDD-SPT 1* 3** 1* 5****
LO-SPT 3* 2* 4** 1*
LWTQ-EDD-SPT5*** 4*** 5*** 4***
Three
normal
distribu-
tion
SPT 2* 1* 2** 1*
LO 4* 5*** 3** 3**
EDD-SPT 1* 3** 1* 5****
LO-SPT 3* 2* 4** 2*
LWTQ-EDD-SPT 5 ** 4** 5*** 4***
Three
uniform
distribu-
tion
SPT 3* 2* 4** 2*
LO 4* 5** 2** 3**
EDD-SPT 1* 4** 1* 5****
LO-SPT 2* 1* 3** 1*
LWTQ-EDD-SPT5** 3** 5*** 4***
Note: 1 = the best, 2 = second best,3 = the third best
4 = the second worst, 5 = the worst
* first homogeneous group
** second homogeneous group
***third homogeneous group
**** fourth homogeneous group101
Table 7.4Fisher's LSD Method Results for Tool
Selection Rules (Phase II)
Scenario
Tool
Selection
Policies
Performance Measures
Time In
System
Job
Tardines
Late
Jobs(9,5)
Through
-put
Single copy
normal
distribution
LRT 3**
EDD-SPT 1* 3**
EDD-LRT 2* 2**
single copy
uniform
distribution
LRT 3**
EDD-SPT 1*
EDD-LRT 2*
Note:
*
* *
1 = the best, 2 = second best, 3 = the worst
first homogeneous group
second homogeneous group102
Time In System: The ANOVA results (Table 7.2) show that
the job scheduling rules have significant effect on the time
in system at the tool duplication level of three copies, and
at the tool duplication level of one copy with exponential
job processing time. Again, Fisher's LSD test was used to
evaluatethedifferenceinpopulationmeansafterthe
hypothesis of equivalence of population means was rejected.
Table 7.3 presents the results from Fisher's tests on the
data of the second phase study. In terms of time in system,
the SPT job scheduling rule was the best among the five
rules used in all scenarios, whereas the LO rule was the
worst.It is noticed that at the tool duplication level of
onecopy with exponential processingtime,thereisno
significant difference in time in system between the SPT
rule, the EDD-SPT rule, the LO-SPT rule, and the LWTQ-EDD-
SPT rule.
The performances of the job scheduling rules varied at
different scenarios. No significant difference was observed
at the tool duplication level of two copies and most of the
onecopyscenarios.However,thereweresignificant
differences among the job scheduling rules at the higher
level of three copies. With normal and uniform distributions
of processing time, the SPT and LO-SPT rules were grouped in
the best homogeneous group,the EDD-SPT and LWTQ-EDD-SPT
rules were in the second homogeneous group, and the LO rule
in the worst.
Job Tardiness: Theresultsforjobtardinessare
similar to those for time in system. Job scheduling rules
had a significant effect on the job tardiness performance103
measure in almost all the scenarios considered. There was no
interaction between the job scheduling rules and the tool
selection policies.
In all cases, the EDD-SPT job scheduling rule resulted
in the smallest job tardiness and the SPT was the second to
the best. The EDD-SPT rule showed its consistent superiority
to other four rules under all scenarios of different jobshop
setting conditions.In contrast,the LWTQ rule and the LO
rule produced worse results than other job scheduling rules
in terms of the job tardiness performance measure.
Although thetoolselection policy did notshowa
strong main effect on the performance of job tardiness at
the significant level of 0.05,there was a statistically
significant difference between the LRT rule and the other
two rules based on the Fisher's LSD method. As shown in
Table 7.4,the job tardiness was minimized by the EDD-SPT
rule under the senarios of single tool copy and normal and
uniform distributions of job processing time.
Proportion of Job Tardy: Thestatisticalresultsforthe
proportion of job tardy were different from those for other
performance measures. In contrast to the performancemeasure
of throughput,job scheduling rules havea statistically
significant effect on the proportion of job tardy in all
operatingconditions/scenariosasshowninTable7.2.
Further, Fisher's test results in Table 7.3 show that the
EDD-SPT job scheduling rule was the worst among the five
rules used. This result is different from the result for the
performance measure of job tardiness where the EDD-SPT rule
performed best.104
As can be seen from Table 7.3, Fisher's LSD tests show
thattheSPTandLO-SPTrulesresultedinsmallest
proportion of job tardy and the EDD-SPT rule produced the
worst results in all scenarios.It is also interesting to
notice that at the tool duplication level of one copy with
exponential job processing time distribution,the LO rule
demonstrated a much better performance than it did in the
performance measures of time in system and job tardiness.
However, itsperformancedeteriorated atthetool
duplication levels of two and three copies.
Atthesignificantlevelof0.05,nosignificant
interaction was observed between the job scheduling rules
andthetoolselectionpolicies.However,therewere
statisticallysignificantdifferencesbetweenthejob
scheduling rules. In most cases, Fisher's tests grouped the
SPT and LO-SPT job scheduling rules in the best homogeneous
group, the LO rule in the second to the best, and the EDD-
SPT rule and the LWTQ-EDD-SPT rule in the worst homogeneous
group.
Theonlystatisticallysignificanteffecttool
selection policy hasisontheperformancemeasureof
proportion of tardy jobs under the senario of single tool
copy with normal job processing time distribution. As shown
in Table 7.4, the LRT rule showed a better performance than
the other two tool selection plicies. Similar to the results
for the job scheduling rules, this result is different from
the resultfor the performance measure ofjob tardiness
where the LRT rule performed worst.105
Tool and Machine Utilizations: The mean values of
machine utilization, tool waiting time and tool utilization
under various scenarios (operating conditions) are shown in
Figures7.1-7.6.Plotsofmachineandtoolutilization
indicate that change in combination of job scheduling rules
and tool selection policies at a same tool duplication level
would not cause the machine and tool utilization tovary
except that the combination of the SPT job scheduling rule
and the LRT tool selection policy turned out to be the worst
at the two higher tool duplication levels. Regardless of the
processing time distribution in effect,tool duplication
level has a major effect on the performance measures of
machine and tool utilization.This can be observed from
Figures 7.4 and 7.5. Processing time distribution does not
have significant effect on the machine and tool utilization,
but it does affect the tool waiting time as shown in Figure
7.6.Toolwaitingtimewasthelongest,whenthe
distributionofjobprocessingtimeisexponential,
regardlessofthetoolduplicationlevelineffect.No
significant difference was present between the normal and
uniformdistributionsforjobprocessingtime.Asfor
machine and tool utilization, the combination of the SPT job
scheduling rule and the LRT tool selection policy showed its
inferiority to other combinations. When only one copy of
toolexists,the EDD-LRT toolselection policy showed a
consistent inferiority on its performance on tool waiting
time in comparison with other tool selection policies.In
contrast,tool waiting time was minimized by the EDD-SPT
rule regardless of job scheduling rule in effect.106
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CHAPTER 8
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
Resultsofanalysisofvariance(ANOVA)fromthe
simulationoutputsrevealedthatthereweresignificant
differences among job scheduling rules and tool duplication
levels. Although the tool selection policies tested for this
study did not show main effect on the performance measures
in most cases, its effect should not be neglected. Further
analyses indicated that they differed significantly on the
performance measures of proportion of tardy jobs and mean
tardiness for some cases. Results showed that tool selection
policy had effects on tool waiting time as well. It was also
found that the differences in job scheduling rules and tool
selection policies were dependent of the job processing time
distribution. Due to the higher variance with exponential
distribution,the difference is much more pronounced with
theexponentialdistributionthanwiththenormaland
uniform distributions.
8.1 Job Scheduling Rules
Consistentwithpreviousresearchresultsinthe
literature when a job-movement approach was applied,the
findings in this study clearly indicated that the SPT job
schedulingruleisstillthemosteffectiverulein
minimizing the proportion of tardy jobs under tight load
conditions when a tool-movement approach isapplied.The113
reason for this is that the SPT rule tends to speed up a job
with the shortest processing time and leave jobs with longer
processing time behind. As a result,this strategy might
result in some jobs finishing very tardy or even becoming
dead jobs(never being processed), which is not a desired
outcome. Table 8.1 shows a comparison on dead jobs which is
defined as the jobs with the waiting time in the shopover
20,000 minutes. As can be seen from Table 8.1, the SPT and
LO rules result in some dead jobs; the higher the shop load
level(machine busy time),the more the dead jobs in the
system.
In contrast, another common rule, the EDD rule, gives
the highest priority to the jobs with earliest due dates
regardless of processing time information.This rule can
eliminate the possibility of dead jobs in the shop floor and
performs very well under light load conditions. However, its
performancedeterioratesundertightloadconditionsas
indicated by the results from the first phase study. Even
with the job tardiness performance, the EDD rule resulted in
largest job tardiness than other rules used in the first
phasestudy.Thesefindingsweresimilar with previous
researchresultsintheliteraturewhenajob-movement
approachwasapplied.Thefindingsgeneratedfromthe
present study suggested that some best rules for the job-
movement approach could be directly applied for the tool-
movement approach.
However,it is noteworthy that more information could
be used for the development of new job scheduling rules in
the tool-movement approach. Tool availability on machines,114
Table 8.1Dead Job Comparison Under Different
Shop Load Levels
Job
Scheduling
Rules
Shop Load Levels
(Machine Busy Time)
80% 85% 90% 95%
FIFO 0 0 0 0
SPT 0 2.4 9.3 15.6
EDD 0 0 0 0
LO 0 1.6 6.5 11.3
EDD-SPT 0 0 0 0
LO-SPT 0 2.1 8.7 13.8
LWTQ-EDD-SPT 0 0 0 0115
for example, can be used to determine which machine a job
should be moved to when there are two or more machines are
available at the same time. The LWTQ rule used in the second
phase study can be used as an example. The LWTQ rule selects
a job with the least work content in the tool request queue
of its next operation.
In order to take advantages of the best rules found in
the first phase and avoid some jobs finishing very tardy,
the strength of the EDD rule was utilized by combining it
with other rules in the second phase study. As a result,
some bi-criterion or multi-criterion rules were applied in
the second phase study. The EDD-SPT and EDD-LO rules were
used because the SPT and LO rules were found to perform the
best in the first phase and are widely used in practice. The
LWTQ-EDD-SPT rule was used to aid in reducing thetool
waiting time of a job on a machine by making use of machine
informationaboutthetoolavailabilityforthefirst
operation of the job. Note that in this study, a job remains
in a machine until it completes all its operations and is
explicitly removed by the job transporter. Hence, a machine
is considered available only after the current job completed
processingandhasbeenphysicallyunloadedfromthe
machine. The LWTQ rule is a look-ahead rule which tends to
give preference to jobs that move on to next idle machine
with a tool immediately available on that machine, rather
than to speed up a job now that could later be stopped on a
machine waiting for a tool being transferred from somewhere
else.
Thesimulation resultsfrom thesecond phasestudy
indicatedthattherearesignificantdifferences(ata116
confidencelevelof95%)inmostperformancemeasures
attributable to the job scheduling rules under different
jobshopsettingscenarios.Thereisnosignificant
interaction between the job scheduling rules and the tool
selection policies. With three copies for each tool,job
scheduling rules have statistically significant effect on
all performance measures. With one or two copies for each
tool, no statistical significance was found in terms of the
performance measure of throughput.
Forallscenarios,thejobschedulingruleshave
statisticallysignificanteffecton proportionoftardy
jobs.The SPT rule obtains the best results on all shop
settings whereas the EDD-SPT rule performed the worst. With
the tool duplication levels of single copy and two copies,
the difference between the best performance rule and the LO,
LO-SPT and LWTQ-EDD-SPT rules is negligible since they are
in the same homogeneous group. As the tool duplication level
increasedtothreecopies,theSPTandLO-SPTrules
increased their superiority over the other rules.
However, the managerial significance of the difference
on proportion of tardy jobs between the job scheduling rules
is questionable, since a shop floor manager would normally
prefer many jobs to be a little tardy than to have a few
jobs finishing very tardy. Although the EDD-SPT rulegave
thelargestproportionoftardyjobs,itproducedthe
smallest mean job tardiness results.Its superiority over
the other rules on the mean job tardiness increasedas the
toolduplicationlevelincreased.Thisisextremely
important as indicates that the EDD-SPT rule is less myopic
andtakesaglobalviewpoint.Intherealworld,job117
tardinessminimizationisrankedasoneofthemost
important criteria for the job loading/scheduling procedures
(Smith, Ramesh, Dudek, and Blair, 1985) and this makes the
EDD-SPT rule far more attractive to use by a shop floor
manager.
It is quite interesting to notice that the different
performances of the LWTQ-EDD-SPT rule under different shop
load levels.The LWTQ-EDD-SPT ruleseeksto exploitthe
advantageoftheEDD-SPTrule,therebyaimingatthe
minimization of mean job tardiness.In addition,the LWTQ
ruleattemptstoreducetoolwaitingtimebygiving
preference to a job that moves to an idle machine with a
tool available immediately on that machine. The LWTQ-EDD-SPT
rule, an additive combination of the LWTQ rule and the EDD-
SPT,not only seeks to reduce the tool waiting time,but
also seeks to minimize the mean tardiness.
With shop load level under 91% or lower, the LWTQ-EDD-
SPT rule is consistently seen to give better measures of
proportion of tardy jobs compared to the EDD-SPT rule.Its
performance is similar to the other three rules,the SPT
rule, the LO rule and the LO-SPT rule in terms ofmean job
tardinessandproportionoftardyjobs.However,the
performance of the LWTQ-EDD-SPT rule is not so promising
under higher shop levels(95%)as indicated by the results
of this study. With three tool copies(shop load level of
95%), the performance of the LWTQ-EDD-SPT rule deteriorates
and emerges to one of the worst since the look-ahead factor
by this rule may become less effective under tight shop load
levels.Inaddition,nosignificantreductionintool
waiting time was observed attributable to this LWTQ-EDD-SPT118
rule as expected. The cause of this result should be worthy
of more research.
It has also been observed that the machine busy times
are quite different under different scenarios in this study.
Based on a survey of 22 FMSs in the U.S. conducted in 1985
(Smith, Ramesh, Dudek and Blair, 1985),it was pointed out
that the facility utilization may range from a low of 30% to
a high of 92%1 Another report by Riggs (1986) indicated that
the 95% machine utilization figure is typical for American
industry. In this study, the average machine busy timesare
rangedfrom80.9%(singletoolcopywithnormaljob
processing time distribution)to 95.3%(three tool copies
with exponentialjob processing time distribution)under
differentshopsettingsasshowninTable8.2.Higher
utilization levels normally result in longer queue lengths
and job waiting times in the system.
Ingeneral,shoploadlevel,representedbythe
utilizationofthefacility(machinebusytime),has
probablyamajorimpactonsystemperformance.Three
insights about the relationship between the job scheduling
rules and the shop load levels can be gleaned from this
simulation study.First,the job scheduling rules affect
proportion of tardy jobs regardless ofshop load level.
Second, higher shop load level results in more significant
differenceintheperformanceofjobschedulingrules.
Third,the job scheduling rule effects on throughput and
time in system can only be discerned at high shop load119
Table 8.2 Machine Utilizations Under Different
Scenarios (Phase II)
Scenario Machine Busy
Time
Machine
Utilization
Tool Waiting
Time
single copy
exponential distribution
91.4% 44.9% 46.5%
single copy
normal distribution
80.9% 45.1% 35.8%
single copy
uniform distribution
81.1% 45.1% 36.0%
two copies
exponential distribution
90.3% 66.5% 23.9%
two copies
normal distribution
87.4% 66.7% 20.6%
two copies
uniform distribution
87.7% 66.8% 20.8%
three copies
exponential distribution
95.3% 78.2% 17.2%
three copies
normal distribution
95.2% 79.6% 15.7%
three copies
uniform distribution
95.2% 79.5% 15.7%120
levels. There is no difference in job scheduling rules for
throughput and time in system at the shop load levels of 90%
or lower.
8.2 Tool Selection Policies
The job scheduling rule is applied to jobs waiting in
the queue in the load/unload area whereas the tool selection
policy is used to selecta tool request from a pool of
requests issued by various machines. The SPT job scheduling
rule, for example, represents a macro-opportunistic approach
a global version of SPT; the job with the shortest total
processing time is selected for processing; whereas the SPT
tool selection policy is applied to the processing time of
the specific operation in question and represents a micro-
opportunistic approach regardless of information about other
operations of the job. For this reason, such job scheduling
rule should in fact be called job-centered approach,and
tool selection policy should be called operation-centered
approach.
Different from job scheduling rules which played an
importantroleinsystemperformance,toolselection
policies tested in this research had a minor impacton
system performance based on the statistical analysis of the
simulation results obtained inthetwo phasestudy.No
statisticallysignificantdifferenceintoolselection
policies was present in most scenarios except in single tool
copywithnormalanduniformjobprocessingtime
distributions.121
Under the scenario of single tool copy and normal job
processingtimedistribution,thedifferenceintool
selection policies was statistically significant in terms of
proportion of tardy jobs. The significant difference between
tool selection polices can be inferred from the analysis of
variance and Fisher's LSD method reported in Tables 7.2 and
7.4.TheANOVAtestandFisher'smultiplecomparisons
demonstrate that the LRT policy produces results that are
statistically different from the other policies, the EDD-SPT
and the EDD-LRT policies. The LRT policy performed the best
in terms of proportion of tardy jobs. However,it was not
the case for the performance measure of mean job tardiness.
In contrast to its performance in proportion of tardy
jobs, the mean job tardiness performance of the LRT policy
was the worst among the three tool selection policies under
the scenarios of single tool copy with normal and uniform
jobprocessingtimedistributions.Althoughthetool
selection policies did not show a strong main effect on mean
jobtardinessincomparison withjobschedulingrules,
multiple comparisons also provide some insights into the
different levels of tool selection policies.The additive
combination of the EDD rule with the SPT and LRT policies
offeredgreatadvantageovertheLRTpolicy.Thejob
tardiness was minimized by the EDD-SPT policy and there was
no significant difference between the EDD-SPT policy and the
EDD-LRT policy at the959.5confidence level. Again, from a
managerial significance point of view,the EDD-SPT or the
EDD-LRT policy is more attractive to use than the LRT policy
since very tardy jobs are normally not desirable.122
8.3 Tool Duplication Levels
Toolduplicationsignificantlyaffectsthesystem
performance for both throughput and machine utilization. The
higher the tool duplication level, the lower the probability
of a job having to waiting for a tool in order to complete
its operations since a required tool is found in the machine
magazine. It will result in much less tool waiting time. In
thespecialcaseoffullload oftoolsinall machine
magazines, i.e., each machine has all necessary tools loaded
on it,tool waiting time can be eliminated. As a result,
both throughput and machine utilization will be maximized
when each machine is loaded with all necessary tools on its
machine magazine.
However,increasing the number oftoolcopies will
result in lower tool utilization. As shown in Figure 7.4,
the tool utilization are 0.35, 0.25, and 0.20 with the tool
duplication levels of single copy,two copies,and three
copies,respectively.In contrast,machine utilization is
increased as the number of tool copies increases as shown in
Figure 7.5.Machine utilization are 0.45,0.67,and 0.79
with the tool duplication levels of single copy, two copies,
and three copies, respectively. The machine utilization was
maximized with three tool copies. For tool utilization and
machine utilization, the sensitivity of results in variance
injobschedulingruleandtoolselectionpolicyis
negligible.
For tool waiting time, it is not surprising that higher
tool duplication level results in lower tool waiting time.
Toolselection policy also hassome effect on the tool123
waiting time performance. When only onecopy of tool was
used, the EDD-LRT tool selection policy showeda consistent
inferiority onits performanceontoolwaiting timein
comparison with other tool selection policies tested.In
contrast,tool waiting was minimized by the EDD-SPT tool
selection policy regardless of which job scheduling rule in
effect.
8.4 Job Processing Time Distributions
Mostofpreviousexperimentalworkinevaluating
scheduling rules have used exponential job processing time
(for example, Baker, 1984; and Russell, Dar-El, and Tayler,
1987).In this study,three processing time distributions
were considered: exponential, normal, and uniform.
Theexponentialdistributioniseasytomanipulate
mathematically and is assumed for many studies because of
this property.Justification fortheuseofthe normal
distribution comesfrom theCentralLimit Theorem which
specifies that under very broad conditions the distribution
of the average or sum of I independent observations fromany
distribution approaches a normal distributionas I becomes
large. Thus,it is easy to see why the normal distribution
hasreceivedagreatamountofattentionandusein
practice.Differentfromtheexponentialandnormal
distributions, the use of uniform distribution often implies
a complete lack of knowledge concerning the random variable
other than that it is between a minimum value anda maximum
value. With uniform distribution,every value between the124
minimum value and the maximum value is equally likely being
selected.
As can be seen from Figures 7.4,7.5,and 7.6,job
processing time distribution did not have significant effect
on machine and tool utilization,butit did affect tool
waiting time. When the job processing time was distributed
exponentially, average tool wait time was the longest among
the three processing time distributions tested under the
same tool duplication level. As shown in Table 8.2, average
toolwaitingtimeswithexponentialprocessingtime
distribution were 46.5%,23.9%,and 17.2% under the tool
duplication levels of single copy,two copies,and three
copies, respectively, compared with the results that average
tool waiting times under theothertwo processing time
distributions were about 36%, 20.7%, and 15.7%,
respectively. The significant differences between
exponential processing time distribution and the other two
processing time distributions can be attributable to the
highervariancewiththeexponentialdistribution.The
differencebetweennormalanduniformprocessingtime
distributions is almost negligible.
At this point, some remarks should be made about the
significance of the results from this simulation study. In
fact,thisresearchconcentratedoninvestigatingthe
comparative performance of the various job scheduling rules
and tool selection policies over various scenarios(shop
settings), rather than to seek an optimal shop setting for a
general job shop. Nevertheless,the simulation study also
provides some insights about the effects of tool duplication
levelandjobprocessingtimedistributiononsystem125
performanceasdiscussedabove.Itappearsthattool
duplication level and job processing time distribution also
have a major impact on system performance as a whole.
Contrary to the previous results reported by Randhawa
and Zheng (1995), in which the difference in job scheduling
rules for all performance measures is not significant for
uniformandnormaldistributions,thereissignificant
differenceinjobschdulingrulesforallperformance
measures under tight shop load(with three tool copies).
These inconsistencies of findings may be owing to either the
approach type(job-movement versus tool-movement)or shop
load level(90% and 75% in the previous study, and 95% in
this case). Due to the characteristics of the models used in
thissimulationstudy,somedifferencesmightnotbe
revealed between the job-movement approach and the tool-
movement approach.126
CHAPTER 9
SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
Threemainquestionshavebeenaddressedinthis
thesis:1)whatimpactdo job scheduling rules and tool
selection policies have on the job shop performancewhen
tool-movement approach is employed,2)what effects do shop
operating conditions have on the system performanceasa
whole,3)are the conventional job scheduling rules for job
movement approach applicable for tool movement approach.
This study concentrated on heuristics, whichare more
tractable and more robust,and require less data and no
distributionassumptionsasrequiredbymanyqueuing
theoretic results.In this study,a two-phase hierarchical
approach was applied to identify and derivesome effective
simple heuristic rules/strategies andcompare their relative
effects on system performance as a whole. The hierarchical
approach on heuristics has a twofold thrust- screening and
investigating heuristics and assessing their performance.In
the first phase, some insignificant factors/ruleswere ruled
out by screening experiments and some unworthy choiceswere
eliminated.It provided an efficient way to identify the
combinations of the levels of decision variables whichwill
have the most pronounced effect on the performancemeasures.
The second phase combined the selected factors/rulesfrom the
screeningexperimentstodetermineanddevelopthebest
combination offactors/rules under various shop operating
conditions. This approach is cost effective in reducingthe
number of simulation runs and computer time.127
As is the case in many investigations on JSS problems,
an extensive and rigorous simulation study has been carried
out in this hierarchical approach to develop and evaluate
heuristic rules with respect to the objectives of maximizing
throughputandfacility utilization,minimizing meanjob
tardiness, proportion of tardy jobs and mean time in system.
Results of analysis of variance (ANOVA) from the simulation
outputs revealed thatthere were significant differences
among job scheduling rules and tool duplication levels.It
was found that job shop operating conditions also have a
major impact on system performance as a whole.
The findings from this simulation study are consistent
with previous research results in the literature when job-
movement approach is applied. This suggests that some best
rules for the job movement approach are applicable for the
tool movement approach. The process time based rules such as
the SPTs are still the most effective rules for maximizing
throughput,and minimizing timeinsystem and mean job
tardiness,specially at high facility utilization levels.
However, some tardy jobs under the process time based rules
tend to be very late, possibly never being processed. For
minimizing mean job tardiness, the EDD-SPT emerges to be the
best rule and the SPT rule was only second to the EDD-SPT
rule in most cases. As far as maximizing throughput,the
EDD-SPT rule continues to be the best and no significant
difference was present among the EDD-SPT, SPT, LO-SPT, and
LO rules for most cases. Although the proposed look-ahead
rule, namely LWTQ-EDD-SPT rule, did not perform as expected,
itshowed better performancethantheEDD-SPTruleon
proportionoftardyjobs.Exceptathighfacility128
utilization levels (95 %), the LWTQ-EDD-SPT rule gave similar
results as the SPT, LO-SPT, and LO rules for the performance
of mean job tardiness. At high facility utilization levels,
the performance of the LWTQ-EDD-SPT rule deteriorated since
thelook-aheadfactor,theLWTQrule,may becomeless
effective under tight shop load levels.The LWTQ-EDD-SPT
rule attempted to take advantage of the EDD-SPT rule and to
reduce tool waiting time. The cause of this result and some
other combinations should be worthy of more research.
Based on the simulation results in this research, tool
selection policies, in general, did not show a major impact
on the performance measures used in this study as compared
withjobschedulingrules. Theonlystatistically
significant difference found was in the scenarios of single
toolcopy with normaland uniformjob processingtime
distributions. The performance of the EDD-SPT and EDD-LRT
policies thatcombines the due-dateand processing time
information is found to be quite significant in minimizing
mean job tardiness. The LRT policy, however, produced best
results in terms of minimizing proportion of tardy jobs.
From a managerial point view of significance, the EDD-SPT or
the EDD-LRT policy is more attractive to use than the LRT
policy since very tardy jobs are normally not desirable.
Although tool selection policy did not show main effect on
the performance measures used in this study, this finding in
itself should not be neglected. This finding suggested that
conventional job scheduling rules are applicable to tool
selection policies and some previous research results for
job scheduling rule also hold for tool selection policy.129
In this research, two of the more important independent
variables,jobprocessingtimedistributionandtool
duplication level, were included in the simulation study.It
has been found that job processing time distribution did not
have significant effect on machine utilization and tool
utilization, but it did affect tool waiting time. Due to the
highervariancewithexponential distribution, the
differenceismuch more pronounced with theexponential
distribution than with the normal and uniform distribution,
whereas thedifferencebetweennormalanduniform
distributionsisalmostnegligible.Asexpected,tool
duplication level,another important independent variable
considered in thisstudy,hasa major impact on system
performance of both throughput and machine utilization. As
the number of tool copies increases, machine utilization and
throughput are increased. Higher tool duplication level will
resultinlowertoolwaitingtime,butpoorertool
utilization.Cost-benefitanalysisshould be madeanda
tradeoff may be reached with those conflicting performance
criteria.
Inconclusion,thisresearchstrovetoconduct
investigations under comparable experimental conditions and
also examined the statistical significance of the results
from the simulation models. A general framework was provided
and demonstratedfordevelopingand evaluatingjobshop
control policies through simulation analysis. A jobshop-like
queueing network model was also developed with an attempt to
provideanefficientmeansforanalysisandcontrolof
manufacturingsystems with toolsharingenvironment.The
model was used in the simulation model validation procedure130
by means of approximation assumptions and a t-test. This leg
ofthe research was conducted to validate the simulation
model and cross check the queueing results.The agreement
between simulation and queueing approximation results gives
simulation the needed feel for predictive validity.
Thisresearchconcentratesontheimpactofjob
schedulingrulesandtoolselection policiesinatool
sharing environment. Factors such as tool duplication level
and job processing time distribution were also considered. In
ordertoachieveatradeoffbetweencostsandsystem
performances, all factors should be taken into account in a
toolsharingsystemincludingtoolinventorycostsand
complexity of the rules used. Although the findings from this
studyarespecificfortheconfigurationofthesystem
modeled and assumption madeinthisthesis,the general
framework demonstrated for developing and evaluating job shop
controlpoliciesthroughsimulationanalysisishighly
process oriented and not dependent on the physical parameters
of the systems under study.
Extension of this research by its logical directions
wouldincludeapplicationsindifferentshopfloor
configurationsthatallowmachinedisruptions(suchas
machine breakdowns) and have alternate job routing (e.g., an
open job shop).Some of the job scheduling rules may be
sensitivetotheshopfloorconfiguration.Rescheduling
schemes would be required when machine failure is allowed.
Alternatejobrouting providesmoreflexibilityforjob
dispatching, but increases the combinatorial nature of these
problems.131
More research is required on developing new multiple
and bicriteria scheduling rules and tool selection policies
for dynamic job shop FMS environments with toolsharing.
Since most conventional approaches have developed specialized
heuristics for special cases and these are largely inadequate
and inapplicable in the general problems, additional research
effort should be directed on using specific heuristics in
conjunction with some generic techniques, such as simulated
annealing and tabu search, to solve more complex multiple and
bicriteria scheduling problems.132
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